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A STUDY OF THE ECONOMIC, POLICY AND INSTITUTIONAL ISSUES  

INFLUENCING THE USE OF SATELLITE BASED TELECOMMUNICATION  

FACILITIES FOR PUBLIC SERVICES  

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report, prepared in compliance with contract No. 0SU78-00218 of the 
Ministry of Supply and Services for the Ministry of Communications: Ottawa, 
deals with the following five objectives. 

1. Identify the types and establish the characteristics of public services 
which could be provided with the aid of telecommunicaiions satellites. 

2. Identify, analyze and criticize existing policies and institutional struc-
tures which affect the introduction of such services. 

3. Examine in broad terms the economics of satellite delivered public services 
and attempt to identify those services which appear to have the highest 
value commensurate with their roots. 

4. Identify plausible plans of action and working models (projections) which 
could be the basis for DOC initiatives to improve the level of satellite-
based public services available to Canadians, concentrating on two priority 
services: education and health. 

5. Establish future demand estimates (traffic) and associated costs for provid-
ing this level of service. 

Right from the outset, two fundamental concerns are expressed: 

1. Communications satellites have a strong potential for efficiently delivering 
a wide variety of public services in a wide variety of settings. 

2. Canadian satellites are underexploited and the improvement of their perfor-
mance increases the gap between real possibilities and the use we are making 
of them. 

In attempting to meet the objectives within the framework of the two concerns 
stated above, the project team decided that it would be necessary to: 

1. Identify, characterise'and classify public services which have or could be 
carried by satellite by discussions with users, service agencies, satellite 
carriers, government departments, etc. 



2. Develop plausible models and projections of satellite-based public services 
and analyse them in terms of cost, public benefit and demand. Efforts will 
be concentrated on educational and health service delivery services. 

3. Identify and discuss economic, policy and institutional factors which influ-
ence the development of public services via satellite and suggest where 
difficulties exist caused by these factors. 

4. From the foregoing work draft action-oriented plans which could form the 

basis for initiatives by DOC or other agencies. 

To accomplish all of this, the team adopted the following methodology: 

1. Initiated briefing meetings with Department of Communications Representa-

tives. 

2. Reviewed all relevant literature that could be located. 

3. Held interviews with past users, evaluators and administrators of Canadian 
satellite projects. 

4. Conducted project team meetings to analyze and treat specific areas of 
concern. 

OBJECTIVES  

The body of the report deals sequentially with each of the objectives. What 
follows are brief summaries of what the report contains under each objective. 

Objective 1: 

The team's investigations lead it to conclude that the emphasis in public ser-
vice use of communications satellites has been more satellite  than service  
oriented, i.e. the satellite has had such high saliency that it has often domin-

ated the service being delivered. The report states that sufficient experimen-
tation of this nature has taken place and that attention should now focus on the 
services themselves. If satellites can be utilized, so much the better. It 
lists some types and characteristics of public services which could be provided 
with the aid of telecommunications satellites and suggested some possible modes 
in which these could be carried out. The listing contains "something old and 
something new". The report recommends that a series of thorough analyses of 

public service needs must now be conducted to bring about a true marriage of 
service and satellite. 

,Within Objective 1, the team dealt with the following services and their charac-
teristics in some detail: 
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1. Formal Education and Training 

a) formal classroom type education 
b) in-service training 
c) professional supplementary training 
d) co-operative educational exchange 
e) tutoring service 

2. Informal Education and Training 

a) continuing education 
b) knowledge sharing 
c) second language practice 
d) native language and heritage preservation 

3. Health 

a) primary care service 
b) local health care training 
c) community health care training 
d) secondary health care services 
e) health administration 

4. Information 

a) library service 
b) news service 
c) mail service 
d) joint authoring service 
e) publishing service 
0 teleshopping 
g) data transfer 

The team also described very briefly other potential services: recreation, 
democracy, community stimulation, community exchanges, research, energy, child 
exchanges. The list of services the report provides is viewed as indicative of 
satellite public service potential and is by no means considered exhaustive. 

Objective 2: 

.The project team -experienced difficulties-in identifying policies for public 
service use of  telecommunications satellites. Làck -of any central agency to 
whom it could turn to for guidance, large numbers of oral communications as to 
what "the policy really - is", and apparent policy co-ordination problems between 
federal and provincial authorities led us to abandon efforts to catalogue poli-
des.  -Instead, the report attempts to identify policy areas that team members 

'feel- - requirààttention -this, based..on interviews and report reading - and , 
making informal suggestions about policy that might be developed within ,these 
areas. Suggestions aré.deliberately kept general, because of the highly_ complex 
nature of policy planning for public service satellite use and the large number 
of persons who must te consulted before a policy decision 'cah be made. . 
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Synthesizing the opinions of persons team members met (or whose reports they 
read), the report offers policy suggestions in the areas of funding, expertise 
requirements, priority setting, government jurisdictional conflict, modifica-
tions to existing systems, training, project selection, screening committees, 
and project exchanges, co-operation and co-ordination. 

Objective 3: 

The team experienced great difficulty in assessing satellite delivered service 
in objective economic terms. In an attempt to analyze this difficulty it iden-
tified the following as major factors: 

o inadequacy of cost data base in explicit terms 

o virtual absence of adequate methodology for determining operational 
costs 

o and specifically for relating and comparing experimental - and commer-
cial-type modes of operation 

o and for aggregating a number of services of similar or dissimilar type 

o specific difficulty in quantizing "intangible benefits" 

This situation is reflected in a considerable number of documents (and particu- 
larly in Hermès evaluation reports) which it examined in the course of this 
study. While some investigators identified .specific cost factors for considera- 

-. tion and recall some economic ratios of significance, no comprehensive treatment 
of the problem appears with sùfficient clarity to form the basis for comprehen-

sive analysis. 

The report lays no claim to being the first to identify the root cause of this 
situation and suggesting a remedy; it has been stated before: "For long range 
planning optimization... a simplified approach to cost is needed." (Casey and 
Palmer, 1977) 

In full agreement with this statement, the project team sets out deliberately in 
search of precisely such a "simplified approach"". The report states that -"the 
outcome of this effort exceeded our boldest expectations: The 'new approach' is 

so simple in concept and implementation that meaningful cost analysis can be 
performed by individual.experimentersï ,  equipped withlhand-held programmable 
calculators. 

The report suggests that a first modest, but vital step towards a full and com-
prehensive economic analysis of experimental satellite systems has been taken. 
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Objective 4: 

Based on inputs from a wide variety of sources, the team came to the conclusion 
that satellite project teams in education and health care urgently require 
models which they can utilize to guide the planning, carrying out and evaluation 
of their satellite projects. 

The report, therefore, provides three models. The first, Satellite Technology  
(ST) Development Model,  offers a systematic set of guidelines for preparing and 
developing a telecommunications satellite project for either education or health 
care. The second, Simulation in Satellite Projects: Planning, Testing, and  
Preparing for Transmission,  offers a number of simulation suggestions in non-
technical language and includes a rule of thumb for determining how much simula-
tion a project team should get involved in. The third essay-model, Simulations  
and Games Through Satellite Technology, concerns itself with overcoming the 
aridity and self-consciousness of communication via satellite. Overall, the 
project team considered this objective to be of special importance and permitted 
itself to expend considerable attention on it. The purpose was to provide prac-
tical performance aids to telecommunications satellite users in the education 
and health fields. 

Objective 5: 

The project team was unable to establish future demand estimates and associated 
costs for public service satellite use in education and health. This was due to 
an insufficiently reliable data base from which the team could make predictions 
with any degree of accuracy. The report asserts that only through a co-ordinated 
effort in the public service sector can meaningful estimates be derived. It 
stresses the importance of aggregation of public service organizations, as the 
major means for stabilizing public service satellite use and offering some sem-
blance of coherence among future projects. It concludes with a brief sketch of 
a possible aggregation model which it names PANACAN. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS  

Under each of the five objectives within the report, the project team  offers 
what it considers to - be'valid and.Valuable information, ideas and suggestions. 
The report itself concludes with .five fundamental recommendations: 

I. DOC  and  other responsible'agencies - must continue to orient their thinking 
aWay from satellites and . toward public service. The emphasis should be 

• placed on carrying out thorough needs - assessments to discover what consti-
. tutes priority public services. Once this has been performed, we can go on 
to systematically select the most cost beneficial means of delivering these • 

-serviCes:including telecommunications satellite delivery either exclusively 
.or as: an  integral part of a combined system. Telecommunications satellites  
are not.to  be used for public service because they are there, but because  
they are relevant. 
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2. A task force should be created to explore the creation of a public service 
satellite agency such as PANACAN, the one we have invented. During the exper-
imental phase, while the potential for public service delivery via satellite 
was being explored, a certain amount of informal and at times random behav-
iour was permissible. Redundancy, reinvention of the wheel and low benefit to 
cost ratios were affordable. Now the move is toward more coherent programmes 
and more rational ways of delivering needed services via satellite. Aggrega-
tion of users and services is essential. And a well-endowed agency that fits 
the special Canadian context is a sine qua non  to further sensible public 
service exploitation of telecommunications satellites. 

3. There is still far too much unsystematic behaviour associated with satellite 
projects at the user level. We have attempted to introduce several function-

al models for: • 

a) systematically planning and carrying out a public service satellite 
project; 

b) integrating simulation into both the project preparation and communica-
tions processes; 

c) teasing out and even calculating cost-benefits. 

These models require experimental application and evaluation. Development of 
comprehensive and comprehensible procedural models for users should be made a 
priority. 

• 

4. Efforts must be made to systematically bring together in some coherent manner 
all the literature'available' on public service satellite use. Fugitive mater-
ials must be tracked down. Without this task being performed, there remains 
the strong dangers of: 

a) Project proposers attempting to recreate what has already been done. 

b) Screening committees approving projects that have already been performed. 

c).. Painful unnecessary failures that could ,  be avoided through forewarning. 

d) Stagnation because  of .a  lack of documentation that charts both progress 
and success. 

e) A lack of , co-ordination cause by ignorance of what is occurring else-
where. 

Poor policy planning and decision-making due to insufficient information • 
..being available.- 	• • 	. 

g) Lack of break-through advances because of incomplete data. 



5. All agencies involved in public service satellite use, both federal and 
provincial, must find a means of co-ordinating their policies and efforts 
with one another. In this field of communications, communications is cur-
rently very poor. A co-ordinating agency, preferably one that is linked with 
public service aggregation efforts, is necessary if there is to be progress. 

A brief annotated bibliography is included in the appendixes along with a list 
of persons and organizations contacted and a letter introducing the project to 
interviewees. 
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INTRODUCTION  

We begin this report with a basic underlying premise:  communications satellites 

have a strong potential for efficiently delivering a wide variety of public ser-

vices in a large number of settings. This has been demonstrated in Canada on 
Hermès, in the USA on both Hermès and AT-6, in France, Germany and Ivory Coast 
on Symphonie, and in India on ATS-6. Along with this strong affirmation, we 
approach our ,  report with a fundamental concern as well: despite the demonstra-
ted potential of communications satellites, their use in the public sector has 
often been inappropriate. Generalizability from one experiment to the next has 
frequently been impossible. In addition, certain groups of users have tended to 
dominate public sector exploitation of the satellite with varying degrees of 
effectiveness. The result is, as Dr. W. Melody of SFU stated at the December 
1977 Symposium on Hermès in Ottawa, that "...the Canadian satellites are under-
exploited and the improvement of their performance increases the gap between 
real possibilities and the use we are making of them". 

There is an explanation for this underexploitation. Satellite hardware technol-
ogy has evolved with far greater rapidity than the public sector has been able 
to absorb its evolution. In this respect, satellite technology is not the only 
example of a domain in which software development and appropriate exploitation 
has lagged behind engineering advances. Even in the area of audiovisual techno-
logy, a large gap exists between the sophistication of the hardware and the pub-
lic's ability to make effective as well as innovative use of its full potential. 
To cite another example, currently, the Associate Committee on Instructional 
Technology of the National Research Council is wrestling with the problem of how 
to make use of computer technology in educational and training settings. Once 
again the engineers' ingenuity has far outstripped the non-technologically-
sophisticated potential consumer-public's capacity to absorb it. 

If we may.continue the analogy between the lag in appropriate use of satellite 
technology and that of other evolving technologies, we become increasingly aware 
of the need to develop strategies for allowing non-engineering human beings to 
interact with what appear to be awesome, complex technologies. Among those who 
have been most sensitive to this need have been the instructional/performance. 
technologists whose primary goal is to discover ways of systematically design-
ing, carrying out, and evaluating the total process of learning and teaching in 
terms of specific objectives,.based on research in human learning and communica-
tion, while employing a combination of human and non-human resources to bring  
about more effective instruction. 

The fact that Canadian and American universities have been rapidly expanding 
their graduate programmes to türn out.instructional technologists who attempt to 
make the most effective use of ail technologies attests to the importance of 
this emerging group of educational engineers/change agents/technology consump-
tion facilitators. 

If'we appear to be , emphasizing-the importance of a bridge-building -role between 
technology  and  consumer-right at-the;oteset, it is because we have designed this 
report from.an instruCtional/performance technology point of view. Our examina-

- tion of the.literature has -convinced.us of -the satellite's potential to improve 
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public services. In this project, we center our attention on two important 
public-related services: 

• health care delivery 
• education and training 

We have selected these because to-date public service satellite projects (see 
Figure 1) have tended to cluster in these two fields. 

FIGURE 1: UNITED STATES PUBLIC SERVICE SATELLITE PROJECTS  
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Within these two public service sectors, we concentrate on the goal of increas-
ing and improving the quality of public service. As will become apparent 
throughout the report, our first concern lies with services. Although we seek 
means for applying satellite technology for service improvement, we constantly 
bear in mind the fact that other solutions also exist. We suggest that all res-
ources be considered and that the optimal technology or combination of technolo-
gies be employed for upgrading existing services as well as creating new ones. 

Based on information we have accumulated through our reading and discussions 
with past satellite project participants, we attempt to go beyond what has 
already been tried. Past experiments as well as presently proposed ones for 
Anik-B, •by the very way in which they have either been conducted or conceived do 
not appear to us to possess all the potential for closing the "gap" between 
communications satellite technology capabilities and its present use. In examin-
ing paàt projects and comparing outcomes with current education and health care 
delivery needs we feel that a broader perspective is required than has hitherto 
been applied. And that is the direction this report takes. Based on past exper-
iences and present education and health needs it focuses on ways of effectively 
utilizing satellites in the not-to distant future. 

Our objectives in this project were to: 

1. Identify the types and establish the characteristics of public 
services which could be provided with the aid of telecommuni-
cations satellites. 

2. Identify, analyze and criticize existing policies and institu-
tiona•  structures which affect the introduction of such services. 

3. Examine in broad terms the economica of satellite delivered public 
services and attempt to identify those services which appear to 
have the highest value commensurate with their roots. 

4. Identify plausible plans of action and working models (projec-
tions) which could be the basis for DOC initiatives to improve the 
level of.satellite-based public_services available to Canadians, 
concentrating on two priority services: education and health. 

5. Establish future demand estimates (traffic) and associated costs 
for providing this level of service. 

In the follàwing sections  of the report.„.we endeavour to cover each of these 
objectives in a logically connected sequence. - We conclude this  report with a 
brief set ofrecommendations directly related to our findings. 
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METHODOLOGY  

In this section we explain the methodology we used in attempting to fulfil our 

contract. Our proposal for the project stated that our basic approach would be 

to: 

1. Identify, characterise and classify public services which have or 

could be carried by satellite by discussions with users, service 

agencies, satellite carriers, government departments, etc. 

2. Develop plausible models and projections of satellite-based 

public services and analyse them in terms of cost, public benefit 
and demand. Efforts will be concentrated on educational and 

health service delivery services. 

3. Identify and discuss economic, policy and institutional factors 

which influence the development of public services via satellite 

and suggest where difficulties exist caused by these factors. 

- 4. , -From - the - foregoing work - draft action-oriented plans which could 

form the basis for initiatives by DOC or other agencies. 

To accomplish all of this, we broke our activities into a series of sequential 

steps: 

1. Briefing Meetings with Department of Communications (DOC) Representatives  

It was most important to receive some form of orientation from persons work-

ing within DOC who were concerned with the public service use of satellites 

in.Canada, particularly as they represented the funding agency and could 

articulate DOC's priorities. These meetings permitted the project team to 
formulate its own priorities within the project. They also helped it to 

identify sources of information that would be crucialfor us to come in con-
tact with to attain our objectives. As a result of these briefing meetings, 

. a clearer picture emerged.of achievements as well as weaknesses in public 

service satellite use. The team was also able to prepare a list of other 

persons to contact based on recommendations of the DOC representatives. 

2. Review of the Literature  

Of fundamental importance to the project was a thorough examination of past 

-achievements with satellites as well as a familiarization of communications 

satellite technology potential. The team amassed a series of documents, 

especially reports of past - experiments in Canada, the U.S. and Europe. The 

-Hermès reports, ANIK programmes, PSSC reports and experiments, and future 
project descriptions for ANIK B were all very useful. Appendix A of this 
.repôrt includesa. brief annotated bibliography of the print materials we 

foun&most relevant. We suggest that other researchers interested in the 

use of satellites for public service acquire this basic set of published 

materials. 
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In reviewing the literature, we were most interested in the recommendations 
that emerged from various experiments. We were particularly sensitive to 
patterns of recommendations that developed. In the area of education, we 
found especially useful the report written by Daniel, Côté and Richmond: 

1917 Educational Experiments in Canada with the Communications Technology  
Satellites. In the area of health care delivery, two reports, one by 

Roberts, House and McNamara: TeleMedicine at Memorial University of  
Newfoundland, 1977  and the second by Carey and Russell: The Canadian  
Communications Technology Satellite Experiment Project, 1975,  proved most 
helpful. 

In attempting to survey the literature of satellite use in the public ser-
vice sectors, we found that we had a great deal of difficulty in accessing 
information and synthesizing it in some coherent  forme Although we sensed 
that a summary of past projects ought to be compiled and organized in a form 

that would make access convenient and meaningful for users (and we were 
sorely tempted to do this ourselves), the team decided that this was not 
within its mandate and so did not prepare this summary. Team members 
studied the materials and extracted relevant details. 

3. Interviews with Past Users, Evaluators and Administrators of Canadian  
Satellite Projects  

The project director interviewed a number of persons who had been involved 
in a wide variety of satellite projects within the education and health 

fields in different parts of Canada. A list of Persons and organizations 
contacted appears in Appendix B. The purpose of the interviews was 
threefold: 

a) To see if satellite'project participants, now that their 'projects were 
completed and they had taken some distance from them, had points of view 
which differed from those they had expressed in their reports immedi-
ately following their projects;  • 

to have theàe knowledgeable persons discuss the objectives of our 
project; 

c) to elicit perceptions as to what urgent problems, what solutions might 
be ènvisaged and in the light of past experiments, predict future 
demands on communications satellite systems within their fields. 

In order to contact interviewees and gain the information we desired, the 
following steps were taken: 

a) A letter, introducing the project team and its purpose was sent to - 
potential interviewees (see Appendik -C). 

tuY Each Person/organization was thencontacted by teleptione to ârràhge a 
face-to-facè interview. 
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c) The project director went to each site and met the interviewees. 

The interviews were held in a relatively informal manner. The atmosphere 

that the interviewer attempted to create was a non-threatening one. No hint 

of censure was allowed to enter into the interview. The exchange was loose-

ly structured in accordance with the objectives of the project. The main 

purpose of the interview was to get the interviewee to speak freely. Because 

of this approach, the team gained many insights and accumulated information 

that went deeper than what had been expressed in the published reports. 

4, - Project Team Meetings to Analyse Information and Treat Specific. Areas of  

Concern . 

As information on problems and needs was gathered, patterns began to emerge. 
Recurring areas of concern appeared to cluster around several major themes: 

) The need for some systematic approach to the design and development of 

satellite projects in education and health services both at the project 

planning stage and in the actual carrying out of the project once fund-

ing and satellite time has been approved. 

Some systematic means for integrating simulation techniques at variotis 

stages of a project's development to increase efficient use of satel- 
• liteswhile decreasing-error and stress. Within this particular area of 

concern, the team felt _that' simulation in the communications process 

› itsélf would be beneficial. - 

c) A cost-benefit model to evaluate the appropriateness of satellite use 

for a given project. This particular theme was the one most frequently 
stressed at DOC, by interviewees, and in the literature (along with 

scepticism as to the possibility of ever devising one). 

d) The utility of an aggregation model to group together disparate satel-

lite use attemps in the public services sector, provide expertise to the 

small non-profit usef, - render, 	more coherent expefimental satellite use, 

rationalize and render more accessible public service satellite time and 

act as a documentary clearinghouse for the public service user. 

Tasks were divided among individual team members who produced working 
draft documents which were circulated among all team members, debated 

and revised. The final results of individual team members' efforts are 

included at various points within this report. 
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OBJECTIVES  

In this section we turn to the objectives of the project and our attempt to meet 
them. Attainment of objectives as set out in the original contract was both 
uneven and in some cases partial. Lack of information in both areas of policy 
and costs made achievement of Objectives 2 and 3 somewhat difficult to totally 
meet. This information problem necessarily impacted on Objective 5 which deals 
with future demands. In contrast, discussions with individuals as well as rec-
ommendations in the literature permitted us to identify a wide range of types of 
public services for Objective 1. Objective 4 on models is also dealt with in a 
fairly comprehensive manner. It is important to stress that the project team is 
not an engineering one. Its approach was essentially service and user-oriented 
and was less concerned with the technicalities of satellite use than most of the 
reports it consulted. 

In the Beginning was the Satellite... 

If we examine the genesis of public service satellite use, we immediately gain 
the impression that in the beginning there were communications satellites and 
that â certain number of imaginative individuals, seeing that they were "good" 
decided that these flying wonders ought to be used for the benefit of the 
public. The result was a focusing of attention on "how to use the satellite 
most effectively in public service fields". The emphasis was on the satellite. 
Experiments which followed confirmed, to some extent, that certain services 
could indeed be offered via satellite, and in some cases only, through satellite 
use. Public service exploitation of satellite technology became less science 
fiction and more of a reality as education, health science, community action 
groups and even justice and law enforcement "got into the act". 

Now that sülficient numbers of persons are aware of satellite use and expectat-
ions have risen in the public sector, it is time to re-orient our attention away 
from the satellite and toward public service itself. This is the point of view 
the project team adopted. Rather than begin with the satellite, it turned its 
attention toward various public services that Canadians might require. Only 
after it had prepared an indicatiVe list, based on its  discussions and  reading, 
did it ask itself how satellite technology might become involved. 

OBJECTIVE 1:  Identify the types and establish the characteristicà of public •  
services  which could. be  provided with the aid of telecommuni- .  
cations satellites. 

A nuMbér- of different types of public services have already availed themselves 
of communications satellite nse'.. Thesei for the most  part 'havé  tended to 
cluster  into five major areas: , 

1. Education and Training 
2. Health 
3. Law Enforcement and Justice 
4. Science and Technology 
5. Social Services and Benefits 



Formal classroom 
type education 
courses 

1. An instructor or instructors is/are 
present with a clearly defined 
curriculum. 

Service Characteristics 
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Not excluding these categories, we decided to build on them and at the same time 
go beyond to identify other types of public services that might ultimately avail 
themselves of communications satellite use. These are presented below along 
with their primary characteristics and some sample potential satellite mode 
applications. 

1. Education and Training  

One of the most commonly accepted public service uses of satellite technol-
ogy, ,  simply in terms of number of projects initiated and proposed, is in the 
area of education and training. We have broken this category of service 
into two major subdivisions: formal and informal education and training. 

Formal Education and Training  

By this, we mean structured courses specifically designed to be part of an 
accredited educational or training programme, in-service training, prof es-
sional  supplementary training, and course work that are related to career or 
organizational needs. 

Table I provides sample services that would fall into this formal education 
and training category along with their primary characteristics. 

TABLE 1 - SAMPLE.FORMAL EDUCATION/TRAINING SERVICES  

2. *Sttidents are enrolled in a programme 
leading toward a diploma. 

Ther;e is ,-a Presentation-of content, 
student éxercises, questions and 
answers. 

•  4. Students may or may not be at a 
single location. 

5. Feedback on student activity is 
essential. 

6. Students havé aeSignments, projects 
and/or- examinations. 
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Formal Education and Training (Cont'd) 
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In-service training 1. Practitioners of a profession or 
trade are required to upgrade skills 
or increase their knowledge base. 

2'. Instructors/Demonstrators present a 
clearly defined content and set of 
objectives. 

3. There is presentation of content 
including demonstration. 

4. Students practice and ask questions. 

5. Students may or may not be at a 
single location. 

6. Generally some form of monitoring of 
skill or knowledge acquisition is 
required. 

7. Generally some form of student 
follow-up with instructor for 
additional information and feedback 
is required. 

8. Often interaction/discussion among 
student praCtitioners ià.required. 

9. Individual tailoring_of. content to 
specific contexts ma}'T-Se needed. 

10. A workshop atmosphere may be useful. 

•ProfessiOnal sup,2 
plementary training 

1. New information or innovative 
• techniques are made available for • 

practitioners of a profession or 
trade. 
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Professional - sup-, 
plementary training 
(cont'd) 

2. Instruction/demonstration is 
required. 

3. A high rate of interaction is needed 
between experts and practitioners to 
clarify, tailor and fine tune. 

4. Follow-up on the part of receiving 
practitioners is required. 

5. Documentary (print) materials are 
generally needed (e.g. manuals, 
performance aids, catalogues). 

Co-operative 
educational 
exchange 

1. Students are in different geographi-
cal locations. 

2. Expertise is available in different 
geographical locations. 

Students  and .experts  pool and share 
resources, expertise, information. 

Tutoring service Individual requires educational 
assistance. 

2. A tutor furnishes assistance 
including feedback on learner 
activity. 

3. Regular meeting times are scheduled. 

4. Quiet spaces for tutor and learner 
are required. 



1. Persons share common interests in a 
particular subject. 

2. Expert or experts are available who 
know the subject. 

3. Initiative for  providing a specific . 
- course stems either-from a coàmunity, 
-'1ndividual learners or a dispensing 

institution. 

4. Explanation and/or demonstration 
is/are required. 

5: Interaction between learners and 
instructors is necessary. 

Continuing 
éducation 

Service Characteristics 
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Informal Education and Training  

There is a gruwing trend among Canadians, as leisure time and the educa-
tional level of the population increases, to engage in various forms of 
continuing education. No longer constrained by traditional classroom 
configurations, the Canadian public, as evidenced by the dramatic rise 
of community colleges and continuing education programmes in high 
schools and universities throughout the country, has begun to enroll in 
all sorts of courses. The purpose of continuing education service is to 
provide additional non-credit education that individual citizens them-
selves wish to acquire. This form of education, in contrast to formal 
education and training, is oriented toward personal interest needs 
rather than those related to career development and professional or 
organizational efficiency/effectiveness. In Table 2 below, we list some 
forms of informal education and training services. 

TABLE 2 - SAMPLE INFORMAL EDUCATION/TRAINING SERVICES  

•6: Feedback and follow7up questioning are 
•required. 

7. Some print material may be needed. -  - 

. 8. Students may or may not be at a single 
• •geographic location. 
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Continuing 
• education 
(cont'd) 

9. Materials and supplies (e.g. clay, art 
paper, food, wood, tools) may be 
required before the course begins. 

10. Some interaction among students may be 
beneficial. 

11. Demonstration of finished products may 
be beneficial. 

Knowledge sharing 1. 	Person(s) in one area may have useful 
skills for persons in another area. 

- 2. Knowledge is exchanged in an informal 
manner. 

3. Follow-up and feedback may be 
. 	required. , 

4.. Demonstration may be essential. 

Second language 
practice 	, 

1. 	Persons learning a second language 
talk to native speakers. 

. 	Exchanges on topics of common interest 
take place. 

3. 	The atmosphere is ihformal. 

-4e.  'Exchanges may be sporadic or regular. 

5. ,:Interspersed with informal exchanges 
may be structured sessions including 
deliberate language testing. 
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Native language 
and heritage 
preservation 

1. Persons of a . particular ethnic or lin-
guistic group isolated or dominated by 
a larger group (e.g. Ukranians in 
Belleville) wish to preserve their 
linguistic and/or cultural identity. 

-2. Informal "get-togethers" among iso-
lated groups or with larger clusters 
of the same ethnic group take place. 

3. There is a sharing of religious com-
munion, handicraft skills, recipes 
and cultural activities. 

4. Formal language training sessions may 
be designed. 

5. Discussions of ethnic preservation, 
family problems, marriage possibili-
ties may be organized. 

6. Exchanges are generally organized by 
persons who are very unfamiliar with 
complex communication technology. 

. 	 . 
In both formal and informal education and training services a far 

• greater- number of needs exiSt than have_been treated by- past satellite 
experiments. In thià area, the potential service needs go'considerably 
beyond the indicative list we have provided. We shall return to this 

-point later when we, deal witWpolicies and future traffic demands. 

Health  

The health sciences quickly realized the potential of communications 
'-_ , satellites for providin&healti.uservices to isolated communities. In 

Table 3 below i .we identify some'needed health services, their character- 
istics and some sample potential modes of satellite use that could be 

—involved. We borrow heavily, 1.1r;this section, from the TeleMedicinè  
Experiment in Canada Using Satellite, Hermès  (Carey, Russel, Nov.1977). 
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TABLE 3 - SAMPLE HEALTH SERVICES  
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Primary care 
service 

1. Communities are suffering from 
inadequate social and health services 
requiring general primary health care 
delivery. 

2. Communities may be experiencing health 
(and social) problems related to alco-
hol, tobacco, and/or drugs and require 
treatment. 

3. Community may require assistance with 
nutrition problems. 

4. Because of inadequate dental service, 
oral hygiene may be very poor and need 

attention. 

,5. There may be a high incidence of V.D. 
that needs controlling. 

6. Food  and/or water may be contaminated 
requiring training in food and water•
treatment and storage. 

7. Community may require  assistance  to 
improve_inadequate:houaing, washin&and 
sewage facilities that cause disease. 

• Diagnosis may be ,needed for emergency 
• illnesses. 

9. Community may be largely made up of 
transients requiring short term health 

care and direction. 
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Local health care 
training 

TABLE 3 - SAMPLE HEALTH SERVICES (Cont'd) 
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1. Local health personnel require addi-
tional training. 

2. Local health personnel are generally 
isolated. 

3. Personnel are given teaching by  experts  
in primary health care, community rela- 
tions,  etc. 

4. Intaraction among health officials are 
held to exchange problems and solu-
tions. 

5. Demonstrations of techniques or appara-
tus are included. 

6. Emergency treatment procedures are 
explained and tested. 

-Community . health 
cai-e training - 

1. Isolated communities receive health 
care information. 

2. Local languages are employed. 

3. Experts:who have credibility teach and 
demonstrate. . 

4. Questions are asked and answered'. 

5. Geographically separated communities 
discuss common problems and solutions. 

Secondary health 
care  services 

1. Medical personnel consult with each 
other. 

Medical support services are linked to 
isolated communities. 
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TABLE 3 - SAMPLE HEALTH SERVICES (Cont'd) 

Secondary health 
care services 
(cont'd) 

3. Physiotherapy treatments are directed. 

4. Nursing techniques are demonstrated. 

5. Poison control is taught. 

6. Medical specialists are linked to 
distant communities. 

Health adminis-
tration 

1. Seminars are held among administra-
tors. 

2. Administrative training sessions (e.g. 
MBO) are held. 

3. Joint health policy planning sessions 
are held among communities. 

4. Co-ordination of services and resour-
ces use as planned. 

As with education, the listed services are only indicative of the vast num-
ber of services that could be linked to communications satellite use. Needs 
analysed in this sector as well as others can uncover other eseential ser-
vices and their charaCteristics as well as the potential benefits accruing 
from satellite use. 

3. Information  

&large number of information services :are needed by all Canadians. -  Where-
access to information is difficult, the general quality of life decreaseS.. ,  

_.Below in Table 4 - =aresomè eample- information services that could-be of 

immense service to citizens: 
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Library,  services 

'TABLE 4 - SAMPLE INFORMATION SERVICES  
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1. Library users select from diverse 
sources, materials s/he requires. 

2. Users receive specialized biblio-
graphies related to specific areas of 
interest. 

3. Users scan abstracts of actual text 
material. 

4.7 Users receive hardcopy of library 
materials. 

5. Consumers may interact with libra-
rians. 

6. Libraries inform users of new acquisi-
tions. 

7. Reading programmes for individual 
users are designed. 

8. Library use training is given. 

News services 1. Electronic newspapers are constantly 
updated and permanently available. 

2. News is delivered in native languages 
focusing on specific target population 
needs. 

• Communities trade news to maintain 
c.o.mmon identities. 

Isolated communities are linked'for 
news  discussions. - 

Communities prepare news magazines for_ 
—sharing. 	• 

Non-profit advertising is available. 
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Mail service 

Ptiblishing.serVice 

Teleshopping • Consumers access  catalogue informa- 
' tion. • 

TABLE 4 - SAMPLE INFORMATION SERVICES  (Cont'd) 

Service Characteristics 

1. Isolated communities can "send 
letters" where delivery is difficult 
or takes a long time. 

2. Records can be transmitted to inacces-
sible locations. 

A single letter can be sent to a wide 
variety of receivers. 

Joint authoring 
service 

1. Two or more authors can draft a single 
test from different locations (e.g. 
petitions, announcements, scripts). 

2. Authors can store, retrieve, edit 
and/or transmit completed text. 

1. Authors can publish materials which 
others access at a price. 

2. Educational programmes, plans, games 
etc. can be made available to all 
service Users. 

Consumers can compare prices and 
quality instantaneously. 

3. -,Consumers can access consumer reports 
and expert critiques'.  

•"Better.Business Bureau" information . 	. 
is 'Madë"-available. 
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TABLE .4 - SAMPLE INFORMATION SERVICES  (Cont'd) 

Teleshopping 
service (cont'd) 

5. Buyers can effect purchasing trans-
actions including ordering and pay-
ment. 

6. Buyers can monitor delivery. 

7. Demonstrations or approved products 
can be accessed. 

Data transfer 

- 

1. Large amounts of data are rapidly 
-.transmitted from one point to another. 

2. Security of-data:transfer is assured. 

3. -Monitoring data or research'informa-
tion can be transferred to storage. 

4. Law enforcement bulletins can be dis-
tributed very broadly. 

-5. Individual records can be transferred 
for transients to different points. • 

4. Others  
- 

As we pciinted out at the 'start of:thiS report, we have limited ourselves to 
the. major. public service sectors of education and-health.. Already we have • 
gone.beyOnd our intention because of..the_vast public service needs that have 
becôMé glaringly evident to us through our reading and discussions. Without 

:going.intu - detail-, we list:the followingpublic servicedomains that appear 
' to us - to - have strong potential for comminications satellite technology use: 

a) - ReéreationIndividualS'and grcinps require - information, ideas and acti-

vities in isolated communities on how they can employ their leisure 

time. .  This  includes focusing interest on community fairs, construction 
of'facilities (e.g. swimming pool,:basketball court) and group and indi- . 
vidual tecreational activities (e.g. sports, calisthenics, hobbies)... 

b) Democracy . :  ' ,,Conducting'> meetings, planning petitions, organizing action • 

>groups or community drives requires communications and expert-assis- 
- tance. Living in a democratic-nation, - Canadian citizens, and immigrants 
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should be aware of what is occurring in their country's institutions and 
- develop patterns of behaviors consistent with the democratic liberties 

they possess. 

c) Community stimulation:  Apathy is a common characteristic of isolated 
communities. The opening up of a community to the outside world can 
transform its spirit. 

Community exchanges:  Diverse ethnic and linguistic as well as geo-
graphic communities learn about each other through exchange sharing, 
demonstrating and participating in common projects. 

e) Research:  Individual researchers working in highly specialized areas 
can be put in contact with one another to share information. Research 
seminars, think tanks or conferences can also be useful in bringing 
researchers together to share knowledge and stimulate new efforts. 

0 Energy:  As energy becomes a critical issue and the prospects of energy 
shortages increase,,training and information on energy savings, conver-
siowTof traditional heating and electrical systems to less oil dependent 
ones becomes important. 

g) Child exchanges:  This can become highly important for children who are 
relatively isolated and have few other or different children to play 

, • with. Children learn a great deal from one another; much of it is 
necessary for normal development. 

5. Mode Exploration  

- 

 

Satellites have introduced-new telecommuniéations modes (e.g. Two way video/ 
audio in teleconferencing or in medical diagnosis, Slow scan and one/two way 
audio for diaglidals and training in remote communities. Many more modes and 
mode combinations still require exploration both in experimental projects 
and simulations with or without the use of a telecommunications satellite. 

We believe it would be a worthwhile exercise to explore optimal mode/mode 
combinations for delivery of the sample public services we have generated 
above. 

• 	 • Summary for Objective 1  

Our -investigations have led us to conclude that the emphasis in public service 
use of communications satellites has been-more satellite  than service  oriented, 

thesatellitehas haesuchhiSh - saliencethatit has often dominatedthe . 
service-being delivered. We feel that-suffiéient experimentation of this.nature 
has taken place and that attention should-now focus on the services themselves. 
If satellites can be utilized,- so muct .uthe letter. 14e,  have , listed: some types - 
and characteristics of public services'which could be provided with the aid of 
-telecommunications satellites  -and suggeated some possible modes in whiéh these 
could becarrted_oUt. In - our listing we'have-provided "somethins old and . some-
thing new". A-series of thorough  analyses of  public service needs- must now be-
conducted:tobring about a true marriage of Service and, satellite. 	• 
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OBJECTIVE 2:  Identify, analyse and criticize existing policies and institu- 
_ 	tional structures which affect the introduction of such services.  

The project team experienced difficulties in dealing with this second objective, 
especially with respect to policy identification. More than likely because of 
the innovative nature of public àervice satellite use and the number of differ-
ent governments and agencies involved, the team found it difficult to disce'rn 
exact policies. What the team did discover was that DOC has in general evidenced 
a great deal of open-mindedhess and flexibility in dealings with users. The 
positive outcomes of such an approach has been the encouragement of 'a  broad 

• range of experimentation. The negative side has been to leave users somewhat 
uncertain as to what basic policies do in fact exist. To some extent this 
uncertainty manifested itself in the two sympèsia on ANIK B and HERMES (1977 and 

, 1978) which were held in Ottawa. Despite a great deal of exchange of opinion 
and points of view, no firm ansigers as to what constitutes effective public 
service use of telecommunications satellites emerged. The DOC as well as other 
government agency positions remain, from our perspective, unclear. 

This vagueness of eolicy produced some frustrating moments for the project team. 
Very little concrete,- specific policy presented itself for identification and 
analysis. This frustration is one the teak also heard repeatedly echoed in its 
interviews with users. 

Rather than continue its somewhat fruitless search for clearly enunciated policy 
statementà, the team decided to focus its attention on policy areas that it felt 
required attention on the part of the appropriate authorities. Synthesizing the 
opinions of those persons we met (or whose reports we read) the project team 
decided to offer policy suggestions in the areas of funding, expertise require-
ments, priority setting, government jurisdictional conflict, modifications to 
existing systems, training, project selection, screening committees, and project 
exchanges, co-operation and coordination. 

Funding  

. 	. 
"1. Information concerning satellite access and the funding of , satellite pro-

jects for rion'lirofit public service use is not.given the wide,diffusion many 
nther prOgrammes' enjoy. Potential users have 'difficulty obtaining accurate 
information on funding policies, particularly if they have not had prior „ 
contact

, 
 with DOC or someone already "initiated" into satellite use. 

Potential users require clear, non=technical . infOrmation that simply and 
straightforwardly sets out the rules of-elegibility for satellite access 
and/or funds.: • •  

2. Rules fôr , fUnding should make-users aggregate resources to avoid unnecessary 
costà. 

. 	
„ 

Access and funding should be made in three categories: short-term, medium 
, - 

térm and rong - titiige (uÉ -to-- three yeara).:': The-importance-and.poténtià1-for- • • 
auccess - OUthé-project, eseedially in terMs- of.coat - nefits should help 
determine the life of a project. 

, 	. 
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II 	- 
4, Project funding should be made on a realistic basis from - the pre-planning 

stage, through production and implementation, to evaluation and institution-
alization. At present, satellite project budgeting and cost monitoring is 
erratic and highly individualized. There are insufficient guidelines for 
potential users. 

5. When funding is allocated, a given percentage should be earmarked for 
personnel training through project exchanges and co-operation. Less sophis-
ticated users should be given the opportunity to learn from experienced 
project teams. 

6.. Funding dollars allocated to users by DOC or any other similar agency should 
be offered in the form of a service contract to the receiving institution or 
organization. 

Asa final comment, funding policy in the public service sector with regard to 

II - 

satellite use is at present unclear. Public service has no counterpart to the 
type of loan arrangement the Government Of Canada has made with the private 
sector (e.,g. Telesat, $25,000,000). Health and education as well as other 

- services'do not benefit from any form of structure to support them not adequate 
funding arrangements to improve service. Unambiguous, clearly defined and 
widely disseminated policy statements and generously funded structures are 
required. 

II Expertise  

1. At present, a group wanting to utilize telecommunications satellites to 
deliver a public service is At a loss If it connot find a satellite expert 
to guide its proposal writing. This leaves technically unsophisticated 
potential users at a disadvantage. Some yechànism or organization that can 

- 	act as an expertconsultant is'needed to assist prospective users. 

:2.  What is true for-proposal preparation can be repeated for the areas of 
,systematic planning and budgeting for a satellite project. A mechanism 
should exist to . diminish the effect of expertise in this area by offering 

- assistance to less experienced users. 	, 

3 -  Emphasis should be placed  on expertise  sharing among  public service 
projects. 

• 
Training  

1.  13.elated to,the area of expertise is that of training. Most users interviewed 

I
Istated that the training of persons to operate with satellites would signi- 

ficantly increase the effectiveness and efficiency of public service 
 ' projects. Co-ordinating teams of technicians, communications specialists 

- 	. and content persons as well as users •requires special skills that should be 

II developed through training. 
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- Priorities  

1. Priority setting for project selection is a critical policy problem. 
Priorities should not be set by engineers or bureaucrats. A very broad 
range of interests should be consulted prior to the setting of priorities. 

2. With the emphasis on public service as opposed to satellites, major issues 

such as urban-rural disparities in services, cultural and linguistic pro- 
. blems, geographic and ethnic isolation, research needs, community needs, 

alternative lifestyles, leisure, aging, health care information, and access 
to the democratic process should all be considered as areas deserving 
priority attention. No- sector should receive priority treatment because of 
technical convenience. 

3. Taking into account all of the above, policy with relation to priority 
setting, should first focus on the pressing needs of citizens regardless of 
sector and on regions where emergency or basic services are lacking before 
turning to specific content areas and interest groups. 

Government Jurisdictions  

1. Policy as to which government and/or organism is responsible for which 
-aspect of satellite use should be clearly delineated and made evident to 
users. The - team perceives the federal government to be the prime originator 
of satellite use Policy in the public sector. Consultation with all  
governments should occur ,  prior to policy setting. 

2. All governments should be advised of all policy decisions.taken at all 
government levels via a central clearinghouse agency established for the 
purpose of co-ordinating policies. Policy information should be made readily 
available to potential and actual satellite users in a very comprehensible 
and up-to-date form to avoid unintentional jurisdictional conflicts. 

3. Given, the problems-we experienced in attempting to discover and untangle 
policy, the clearinghouse mentioned above should also act as an information 
dispenser to all governmental agencies, both federal and provincial, and to 
the public-at large in terms of what policies exist in the field of public • 
service delivery via telecommunications satellites. 

Screening Committees 	• 	 • 

1. Announcements go out concerning  public service access to satellites and 
- institutionsor ,,organizations are . invitectto propose projects. Who decides 
. whichprojects are to be accepted? Just' as with priority setting, Screening 
committees-should not be composed of.government bureaucrats and engineers 
alone.; A wide.range of readers, including potential beneficiaries:of pro-
jects, should participate in the screening of projects. Content, technical, ' 

' —target,audience financiaLand  communications experts should also partici- 
,- 	patelmscreening propoSals.- 	- 	. . 	. 

2., EspecialryAn:the educational service area, instructional technologists - 
should be represented on screening committees. 
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3. Screening committees should not only accept or reject proposals. Where they 
see high pay-off potential but weaknesses in the proposed project, they 
should offer assistance to the project team to strengthen the proposal. 

4.°  Screening committees should examine proposed projects with a view to 
co-ordination and/or fusion of projects wherever possible, thus encouraging 
exchanges and even co-operative efforts. This approach could result in 
increased effectiveness of projects while reducing costs. 

Project Selection  

There is a danger over time that past users of satellites, having acquired 
skills through experience, will come to dominate public service access to 
satellites. This is a pattern that is partially emerging in the ANIK B 

series of projects. There is a'strong need to set policy that welcomes new 
appropriate projects without discriminating against past users. 

2. Project•selection should be facilitated by requiring that project proposals 
be submitted with , a certain degree of uniformity. All projects should 
include fully developed rationales, clearly stated objectives, detailed 
budgets and timelines and systematic evaluation procedures. To obtain this 
uniformity, clear and comprehensible guidelines must be developed to assist 
proposal writers with their submissions. 

3. Project selection should be made on the basis of relationship to priorities 
as a public service, suitability for satellite delivery, technical feasibil-
ity, innovativeness, cost-effectiveness and potential for success. 

Systems and Modifications  

1. The emphasis having been clearly placed on public service delivery, policy 
should be developed to permit (perhaps even to encourage) modifications to 
existing hardware systems. Funding should be made available to alter 
communications systems and modify equipment to provide better service. 

2. Funding should be set aside for projects to experiment with modifications to 
existing systems or individual pieées of equip.ment to better serve specific 
audiences (e.g. the handicapped or the aged). Experimentation with new com-
munications configurations and mode combinations should also be encouraged 
with the view to better serving public needs. 

Exchange, Co-operation, Co-ordination  

I. A great deal of -  voluntary exchange and co-operation presently exist at an 
informal level among satellite users, DOC and researchers. There is a need 

-:. to create policies to support-and increase this form  of communication. con-
sultation,not through formal conferences only, but through small group or . 

.4ndividualexchanges,in the,form of conference calls and visits._ _ 

2. More formal means should be instituted for frequent exchange, consultation 
. 	and co-ordination ,aMong:,policy planners at the 'fedeTal and provincial 
- 	levels, including regularly„,scheduled rup ,,date" teleconferendes. 
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3. Efforts should be made to encourage cross-pollination of ideas via visits 
among projects sharing similar problems. 

4. Co-operation with Québec's projects on Symphonie as well as with other 
countries should be encouraged and supported. 

- There should be an "open mind" policy toward profiting from the experiences 
of other countries' uses of satellites for public service while developing 
our own Canadian models. 

Summary - for Objective 2  

As indicated in the introductory comments to the objectives section of this 
report, the project team experienced difficulties in identifying policies for 

-public service use of telecommunications satellites. Lack of any central agency 
to whom we could turn to for guidance, large numbers of oral communications as 
to.what "the policy really - is", and apparent policy co-ordination problems 
between federal and provincial authorities led us to abandon our efforts to 
catalogue policies. Instead, we attempted to identify policy areas that we felt 
required attention - this, based on.our interviews and report reading - and made 
informal suggestions about policy that might be developed within these areas. 
We deliberately kept our suggestions general, because= of the highly complex 
nature of policy planning for public service satellite use and the -large numbers 
of persons who must be consulted before a policy decision can be made. 

OBJECTIVE  Examine in'broad terms the economics of satellite delivered public  
services and attempt to identify those services which appear to  
have the highegt value  commensurate with their cost.  

Throughout our investigationthe need, for a better appreciation of the cost 
factor was raised and stressed-in our discussions with individUals involved in 
satellite projects. The desirable features of a cost analysis technique and 
model were identified as: 

o Comprehensiveness 
- o .Flexibility to cope with-a NurietY of situations 

o Ease of- application (i.e. requiring à minimum of:specialized skills or 
resources for operation) 

In addition to a careful review of our own notes taken during various briefing 
meetings, interviews and discussions, we gave careful consideration to: 

The EconomicS of Satellite Delivered Public Services. 

o "PublicTelevision Satellite Non-Broadcast Shared Use .Guide", published , 
by the Corporation for-Fublic Broadcasting.(1978) 

o - A•positioü paper3en Telehealth (1978) 	• • 	_ 	, 

o The'Pomfret evaluation >report of the'Telemedicine• experiment conducted 
at Memorial UniverSity,_Newfoundland 	. - 	- 	. 

-o Various other:Hermès project evaluation reports 
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In those documents we also find reflected a concern for cost as a major element 

for basic orientation. Thus, Pomfret (1978) comments on "economic factors that 

must be considered in satellite-delivery public service": 

"Any Telecommunications system should be flexible and diversified to 
create a broad base for generating sufficient use and a sufficient 
base for cost allocation." 

Cost Factors  

The Telehealth report identifies three important factors relevant to satellite 
projects: 

o'  Set-up costs including capital outlays, installation costs and training 

o Operating costs, including personnel services, rentals, maintenance 
training, etc. 

o Financing 

Pomfret identifies four major cost factors in connection with the Memorial 
- 	University project: 

o Development costs 

o Operating costs• 

o Course delivery 

o Client 

It will be noted in comparing the above that there is considerable overlap in 
the factors cited (though the terminology used may differ) but that there is no 
complete agreement on what constitutes primary cost concerns. 

Cost Ratios  

For an evaluation of the viability of a telecommunication service delivered via 

-satellite, Pomfret suggests ,the cost ratio 	-- 

proposed satellite-based system  
alternative 'terrestrial system 

He hastens to add', however:•  

"Much of the data needed  to  conduct an adequate analysis of costs and 
- :benefits are hot:availabie.'", _ 

These,remarks clearlyapply. 	even more to a derivation of benefit/cost ratios 

'' - where a monetary assessment*of intangible benefits is even more elusive. 
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Pomfret recognizes the importance of audience size and aggregation of services: 

"Continuing education programs would have to concentrate on reaching 
potential audiences other than physicians as there are simply not enough 
phyaicians to lower costs sufficiently." 

He does not, however, pursue this development to the point of distinguishing 
between "direct" (or primary) benefits and "indirect" (or secondary) benefits, 
as will be discussed anon, 

Benefits  

Many benefits of satellite facilities confirmed by experimental projects, could 
be readily identified in our discussions with the "experimenters" and in the 
evaluation documents reviewed. 

We have not come across any expression of these benefits explicitly in monetary 
terms or even serious attempts to do so. This is perhaps not surprising: it is 
very difficult to quantify an "intangible" benefit; any such quantification 
would.•almost inevitably represent a subjective value judgment. 

We must consider, in addition!, that benefits are not necessarily confined to the 
direct (or primary) user (e-g. physicians or teachers receiving in-service 
training). ,  if the primary users (as above), exercise their newly-acquired 
skill and knowledge, a significant number of additional individuals (e.g. stu-
dents, patients) may benefit; these latter indirect (or secondary) users need 
not be (or have been) participants in the actual satellite projects. 

Cost Benefit Evaluation  

It should be:clear from the foregoing that the derivation of cost benefit ratios 
for a comprehensive situation (i e. primary and secondary benefits) is complete-
ly hopeless in the absence of explicit monetary data of benefits, and basic cost 
information. 

To be sure, it May lave been  possible ed . tea -se" Out this  information  for' 'a: very 
-few'special and iSolated situations.' The result wOuld.certainly not have been 
Comprehensive and would very likely have been quite hisleading. 

In view  of the above; it was patently impossible to 'identify those services 
which appear to have the highest value commensurate with their cost" with any 
degree of reliability.' 

Broad Term Analysis  

It would seem all ,too easy to use the impossibility of a task as an alibi for 
not performing it - and leave it at that. Me did not wish, however, to leave it 
at that and addressed ourselves to the question of how one could COMQ to grips 
with the problem and in what direction a solution might, be found. 

, 

- We have come to the conclusion that an essentially user-oriented cost analysis 
must.be.the first vital step. This analysis must . be  compréhensive  yet flexible 
enough to'gïVea - vatiety'bf-desired inforhation  and  'it Mdst be simple- -both in 
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principle  andin  operation. We fully expect, moreover, that the ready and 
immediate availability of pertinent cost information will greatly encourage and 
facilitate the assessment of "intangible" benefits in financial terms and will 
ultimately leàd'to a similar assessment even.of the elusive "secondary benefits" 
as mentioned above. 

The team member who concentrated on this problem was M. Kassner; his paper, 
"Cost Analysis for Experimental Satellite Projects" is included in this report; 
it deals with user-oriented costs and outlines a cost model as framework to 
facilitate the derivation of such costs under a wide range of conditions. 

The approach he chose leads to a drastic reduction in the complexity of computa-
tion, to the point where the requisite cost calculations can be performed by 
indivïdual users equipped with programmable hand-held calculators. This would 
seem to fulfill - rather unexpectedly - the wish expressed to us by many 
"experimenters" for direct and easy accesa to cost information as a guide to 
their planning and operation of their experimental satellite systems. 

Cost Analysis for Experimental Satellite Projects  

Introduction  

The more traditional concept of cost arialysis (as applied to "projects") is to: 

. determine the economic feasibility of a project 
• once launched, to monitor expenditures,and to keep the project "on 

track" 
. tO summarize total costs upon completion of project 

By and large, this seems to have been the procedure and ptactice with respect to 
- experimental projects using the Hermèssatellite. - 	- _ 

It has become apparent,7"however, that it would be -desitable to extend the scope 
of cost - analysis in future operations aââ'èpecifically to inClude cost 'benefit 
analysis. These premises represent the point of departure  for the work described 
in this report. 

Perspective  

In an-attempt-to see more clearly what,the appropriate scope and function of 
cost analysis might be, a "perspective" was.developed for experimental satellite 
'systems which attempts to pôrttay the roles and relationships of all the Major 
parameters to be considered to optimize - the effectiveness of a project. - 

Once establibhed; thïâ perspective suggeStedthat.major changes in a number of 
conceptaareineicated if fUll value isto- - be derived from experiMentation. 
However; this- paper_concentrates on the chariged.tole of cost in the new .  .frame-

-work and of the far-reaching consequences of this new role.- 
. 	 . 	. ._ 

• The Role of Coat .  . 	„ . 	. 	_ . 	_ 
Under the impact of this.perspective;the traditional,role riaturally expands to 

- ----iiitlude'OebrIeriefft; but it does not stOlyTtbere._ toat emergea as the,ainglé , 
. 	 . 	. 	_ 
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common factor - the vital link - between system configuration and its utiliza-

tion. In this role the cost function becomes a powerful tool for research and 
exploration of new alternatives - provided of course, that cost information can 

be obtained with ease and speed. This report will discuss these features of the 
extended cost concept in its application to operational ends. 

Cost Benefit Analysis  

In experimental satellite systems, particularly those devoted to new types of . 

services ., (e.g. telemedicine) it is rather difficult to assign a quantifiable 
value to the benefit obtained. Indeed, this type of information seems to be al-
most completely lacking in virtually all evaluation reports of Hermès projects. 

This is not altogether surprising since "traditional" cost benefit analysis 
finds it very difficult to cope with "intangible" values. The extended concept 
of •cost analysis, as a powerful research tool, however, immediately suggests a 
possible solution. 

Tangible Benefits  

Where benefits are "dollar-tangible" the situation is simple: The benefits may 
be expressed either in terms of revenues produced or in terms of expenses saved 
over other alternatives considered. 

Intangible Benefits  

The situation changes dxastically when benefits are not easily expressible in 
monetary terms. Here the tendency is strong to use this difficulty as an alibi 
for abandoning all attempts -at quantifying benefits; it seems surprising how 
often this response to  a  difficult situation is allowed to go unchallenged. 

Accessibility of Costs  

The uncertainty regarding the monetary value of a benefit can at times be 
- resolved in a surprisingly simple manner. 

Thecost.of providing a service of undefined (and seemingly undefinable) value 
can usually be established-without undue difficulty. Once this cost is conveyed 
to the user of that service (or anyone else intimate with the circumstances), he 
may experience surprisingly little difficulty in deciding whether the service is 
="worth it" or not. From this judgment it-is only a relatively short step towards 
deciding on the range of costs over which the service may indeed be worth it, or 
under what modified circumstances the service might be worth it. Even if these 
decisions are - notimmediately - forthcoming, relatively little additional research 

effort can usually come up with such a "ball park range". , 

Cost Analysis  

The above consideratione2immediatelysplace a stringent requirement on cost anal-
yela: Cdsts, regardlessof ihe configuration or complexitY of the téleCommuni-
cations system, must be easily and quickly expressible in terms Of "per user" 

.cost.--(User is uSéd-here-in a very broad sense.) _It is precisely, this require7 
ment which must determine  the, concept and structure of an appropriate cost 
model. 
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the point of departure for the design of a cost model was a "general cost 
model", representing a consolidation of techniques used by ASDA in a large 
variety of situations and analytic tasks. 

This model was then adapted to the specific requirements of experimental satel-
lite systems. The "stringent requirement" of per user cost presented no serious 
problem since that concept ig already inherent in the general model; in fact, it 
is a key feature of the ASDA technique. 

The Cost Model  

The orientation in this paper is towards operational techniques and their signi-
ficance rather than towards technical details of design. It seems appropriate, 
however, to outline briefly the basic concepts of the method employed. 

The heart of the model iS" a basic cost matrix which contains the following cost 
factors in its rows and columns: 

. investment, operation and-programming costs for Satellite, earth. 
station(s) and receiver terMinals 	- 

Any satellite system can thus be described- in terms of the above cost components 
and ndditionally in terms of hours of operation and number of "beneficiaries", 
(i.e. end users). 

Cost information derived from the above input data may be expressed as 
"straight" or per user costs over a stipulated time period. In can be given for 
each component of the system (satellite, ground station, receiver terminal), and 
-for the total system. The cost of each component can, moreover, be expressed as 
.a percentage of'total cost. Normally, these values will be presented as a 
printout of a computer program. 

Computer Program  

The  essentially modular arrangement of cost input data,.coupled....with a judicious 
selection of other input parameters and a similarly modular arrangement of 
derived costs, results.in a remarkably simple-computer program., 

• . 
The resulting program is, in fact, so,conciSe that it can be accommodated on a 
programmable pocket calculator - with roomtp spare. 

_ 

Thus, the-.scope of the mOdel can be extended by providing for a choice Of annual 
interest . ratés (applicable to capital costs) and cost excalation rates (applica-
ble  to-  operational - Costs). - • 

To increasethd scope and utility. of the analytical tool still_further,. a 

	

T-capability for aggregating_specific programs or program groups 	entire 
experiments") can be accommodated. 

• _ - 
-The preliminary  design' ofa prototype program,has_:,been-carriedto thé stage 
wherd the feasibility, of providing all'the above features is established beyond 

- any doubt... - _ 	. 

	

. 	_ 	. . 	. 
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Application  

Several variants of the prototype program just described are possible; these 

variations differ mainly in the arrangement of input data to further simplify 

operation for specific applications. Any of these designs can readily be 
developed into fully operational computer programs, either for "standard" 
computers or for the "pocket" version. 

The analytical technique could initially be applied to obtain the "cost benefit" 
data (i.e. per user costs) hitherto missing from evaluation reports of Hermès 
projects, and thereby augment their information content and value. This proce-
dure would not only provide information of considerable importance for the 
planning of ANIK B experiments, but would also serve to hone the cost analysis 

technique to the point where it can be used as an active monitoring device 
(rather than a post mortem instrument) during ANIK B experimentation. 

.. 	Implication 	 . 
" 

• . 	 , 
II "'-'-- The aVailability of a full cast'analyais program for (programmable) poCket cal- 

culators promièes to add an entirely new  dimension for this analytical tool. No 
. longer need data be sent to a central place where the appropriate  computations 

II

are performed by specialistsand results returned with Valnable loss of time and 

. perhaps intelligibility. 

• A ne• capability for evaluating and understanding his operation from a cost 
point 'of view - virtually instantaneouèly. - can now be literally placed in the 
hands of each experimenter. (The operation of the program is only marginally 
more complicated than the familiar manipulations of the pocket calculator.) At 
the same time_the experimenter can be given the capability to compare his 
(planned or actual) operational cost  figures  with those corresponding to a 
commercial-type'Operaiion. (The qualitative distinctibn between commercial and 
experimental operation is expressed as a mere quantitative adjustment of the 
values in the input data of the cost matrix.) 

An important spin-off would result from individual experimenter access to 
"pocket-computers". The provision of apprdpriate programs to each experimenter 
ïffluld guarantee identical formats for all-financial statelients, (i.é.  initial 
plan, revision(s), periodic statements, final statement) from each and every 
exriérimenter,' with a minimum effort (or financial expertise) on his part. Cost 
data of uniform format would simplify not only the ease of their interpretation 
but would simplify their consolidation by DOC. (In fact, fast and virtually 
error-free consolidation could be achieved via magnetic cards from each "field 
computer" - quite an improvement over typed financial statements of reports.) 

Conclusion 	• . 	 . 	. . 	 . _ 
- 	 - _ 

	

	 . _ 
What has been described-  is  in -essence a new(modillar) cosi analysis.technique 

-which combines remarkable intrinsic flexibility with unusually simple computa-
tion procedureaThe latter Éeature permits  the use of (programmable) pocket 
Calculators'ebéOpe with all neceSsary CaleniatiOns. The application of' this 
technique tooperational planning and monitoring has also been described. 



IF THE IDENTIFIED NEED* IS 
PERCEIVED BY THE.... 

- 	I 
I THE SERVICE IS 

7 the cost in $ 	I offered 

.the  cost in $ not offered 

- ''the  cost in $ off ered  

= the cost in offered 
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It would seem fair to say that DOC's stated expectations for "cost benefit 
analysis" can be exceeded by a . substantial margin through the approach suggested 
here. 

It woüld further appear, on the basis df a comprehensive "perspective" developed 

as a prelude to this work on cost analysis and models, that essentially the same 

technique could be used additionally as a powerful tool for research, explora-
tion and development of new modes of utilizatiOn of the satellite facility. 

Needs/Cost Relationships  

In an attempt to identify-"services- which appear to have the highest value 
commensurate with their costs", once per user costs have been obtained, we would 
like to introduce some "rules of thumb" to aid the selection of those services 
which show high pay-off in relation to cost. Pierre Pérusse was primarily 
responsible for these. 

Before making any form of selection, it is assumed that a thorough need analysis 
has been conducted (see ST Development Model under Objective 4) and that user 
needs have been clearly and unambiguously identified. Having carried out this 
first step, one may apply the rules of thumb identified in the following tables. 

TABLE 5 - NEEDS/COST RELATIONSHIP  

Dispensers and primary beneficiaries 
(e.g. teachers/doctors Teceiving  in—
.service training 

= the cost in $ 

AND  

I offered if no 
less expensive 

I deliverY System 
I can be'found 

.Seconday,or ultimate beneficiaries 
(e.g. students/patients who ulti-
mately reap beriefits) - ': 

'.the  cost in $ offered (but is 
viewed as a 
long-term 
investment) 

	 Criticel, is the. accurate assessment and identification of needs., 



'SERVICE PRIORITY 	1 DELIVERY OF SERVICE 

Emergency (e.g. Atomic threat; flood; 
epidemic) at any cost 
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TABLE 6 SERVICES PRIORITIES/COSTS  

existing materials? 

Necessity (must have) (e.g. Primary 
health care; literacy) 

at any reasonable 
2 	1 	cost 

Good to have (e.g. In-service training; 
community health training; council 
debates) 

if cost can be 
3 	justified 

1 Eventually should have (e.g. Sports 
1 events between communities; exchange 
1 of lore/skills) 

if the cost is 
4 	1 	economical 

In additiôn, the  following factors should be - taken into consideration before 
offering . a service: 

Are there sufficient -resônrces, béth human and non7human, to enàùre the 
success of the service?• 

2. Are there sufficient existing trained 'personnel to laumch the service or 
will training have to be carried out prior to offering the service? 

3. Are there sufficient funds available to initiate and then maintain the 
service? 

4. Have studies-been undertaken to assess user reaction tà the service to-be 
offered? Is any sort of backlash to be anticipated? Will undesirable needà 
or habits be dreated? 

5. withdrawal 'of the'service, after funding ends,.créate disruption and 
excessive diàappointment or even hardship? 

6. Can the service tO.be provided be integrated - into an aggregation of services . 
so that it.cati draw on existing expertise, capital investments and/or. .even 
user groups? 	- 

7. How much software development is required? Can.the service make use of 
. 	. 	. 
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Summary for Objective 3  

The team experienced great difficulty in assessing satellite delivered services in 
objective economic terms. In an attempt to analyze this difficulty we identified 

the following as major factors 

o inadequacy of cost data base in explicit terms 
o virtual absence of adequate methodology for determining operational costs 
o and specifically  for  relating and comparing experimental - and commercial-

type modes of operation 
o and for aggregating a number of services of similar or dissimilar type 
o specific difficulty in quantizing "intangible benefits" 

This situation is reflected in a considerable number of documents (and particularly 
In Hermès evaluation reports) which we examined in the course of this study. While 
some investigators identified specific cost factors for consideration and recall . 
some economic ratios of significance, no comprehensive treatment of the problem 
appears with sufficient clarity to form the basis for comprehensive analysis. 

We lay no claim to being the first to identify the root cause of this situation and 
suggesting a remedy; it has been stated before: "For long range planning optimiza-
tion... a simplified approach to cost is needed." (Casey and Palmer, 1977) 

In full agreeent with this statement, we set eilt-  deliberately in search of pre-
cisely such a "simplified approach". The outcome of this effort exceeded our 
boldest expectations: The "new approach': is so simple in concept and implementa-
tion that meaningful cost analysis can be perforMed by individual experimenters, 
equipped with hand-held programmable calculators. 

We believe that we have thlis taken the first, modest but vital, step towards a full 
and çomprehensive economic analysis of experimental satellite systems. 

• 

 

OBJECTIVE 4:  _Identify plausible. plans.of action and Working models (projections)  
which could be the basis-4.or DOC initiatives to improve the, level of  

• satellite-based public services available to Canadians, concentrating  
on'-the two priority services  described in section.  4. _ 

The two priority services referred to in section 4 are education and health care. 
Our investigations, including discussions, with DOC representatives and satellite .  

-project participants as well as an examination of project reports, have led us to 
the conclusion that project teams in these two areas urgently require models which 

"they can utilize to guide the planning, carrying-,out and evaluation of their sat-
ellite projects. Two types of models appear to be most in demand: 

1. A model , set of guidelines for systematically planning, developing, and monitor- 
ing all-PhaSes of a prOject. The model .Must be relatively simple to Understand, 

. • vii. ho technical jargon, yet comprehensive. Means for projecting  and  monitor- 
ing costs shOuld be included along with,-  if possible, some readily applicable 
e.-Ccounting procèdure. 

. , 
2. A model for integratingsimulation into_project,preparation to avoid çostly 

transmission  errors, train and rehearse'teams and explore alternative sCautions 
to_diverse satellite project problemsA s with the development.meel, the, 

- 
 

"simulation  guidelines and - prOcedures should not require•-knowledge and skills 
beyond thoéesleeady present within a project team. 	. 
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• To meet these priority requirements, one of the team members, Harold Stolovitch, 

in collaboration with Sivasailam Thiagarajan, prepared two working models which 
are presented integrally below. The first of these, Satellite Technology (ST)  
Development Model, offers a systematic set of guidelines for preparing and de-
veloping a telecommunications satellite project for either education or health 
care. 

The second essay/model by Stolovitch and Thiagarajan deals with Simulation in  
Satellite Projects: Planning, Testing, and Preparing for Transmission.  It is 
intended for use by satellite project teams in education and health and avoids 
using language and concepts unfamiliar to these target populations. It con-
cludes with a rule of thumb for determining how much simulation a project team 
should get involved in. 

Satellite Technology (ST) Development Model  

The success of any satellite project depends in large measure on the systematic care 
with which it has been planned. This document offers potential satellite users a 
step-by-step model for planning and carrying out a satellite project. There are 
several points to bear in mind as you use this material. 

1. Satellite projects come in all sizes and levels of complexity. The guidelines 
that you will find here are set out for a larger scale project and are fairly 
comprehensive. You will have to discriminate and tailor requirements and proce-
dures to fit your particular situation. 

2. Because this model is designed to cover most types of satellite projects in the 
education and health-fields, it may be missing components that your specific 
project requires. Once again we suggest adding your own insights to the docu-
ment to make it more usable. 

3. The model, in keeping with suggestions from the Department of Communications, 
- suggests that all possible communications avenues earth-based, micro-wave, 

even postal - be considered in addition,to or as a replacement for satellite 
communication. Only when satellites offer benefits unobtainable from other less 
expensive systems-should they be considered as the solution. 

Satellite technology provides a unique means of linking persons and places that 
have hitherto remained apart. The purpose of encouraging individuals and insti7 
tutions to undertake satellite projects on an expérimental  basis is to explore 
all possible avenues of exploitation- in the educations and health fields. And 
this document is aimed at ensuring that the maximum benefits are obtained from 
your efforts. 

Intended Users  

This document is produced for thrèe types of readers. These readers and the purposea.- 
for which they.might use this document include the,following: 

- ,Uealth and educational professionals who ere interested in the application of 
' ,.satellitetechnology.to their7fields. They may use,thia  document for preparing a 

proposal . to DOC or other funding agencies-forconducting a satellite technology - 
pro ject.  

'- • 
- .Project directOrs-an&team - membérsof  a funded project:which_is-engaged in a.  sat-

ellite teehnology : project in medicine'or education. Thèy may  use  this document 
for preparing a plan that would provide specific guidelines for conducting the 
project. 
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- Reviewèrg- in . funding agencies which havEthe task of sponsoring cost-
effective projects. They may use this document for evaluating the comprehen-
siVeness of different proposals. 

Goals and Objectives  

As suggested above, the goal for this document is to enable project directors 
and their teams to produce a detailed plan on how to successfully conduct the 
various phases and steps of the project. In more specific terms, the objectives 
for this document are the following: 

- To systematically analyze the need for the project, the characteristics of 
the users who are to benefit from it, and the context in which the project is 
to be undertaken. 

-,,- To specify the procedures to be used in the analysis, design, production, 
evaluation and-implementatibn of the proposed system which utilizes satellite 
technology. 

"- To realistically estimate and specify the time requirements for various steps 
of thé project. 

- 	the  various costs associated'With each step of the project and to 
-Prepare a realistic, comPrehenSive budget. 

An.Oyerview of the (ST) Development Model  

The following information sheèts are arranged in step-by-step fashion to guide 
you through the-planning and monitoring of your project. Using these sheets you 
can readily develop both a project proposal and a planning document. The infor-
mation sheets are grouped into six clusters: 

Analysis:  -The first four information sheetS deal mith needs analysis, priority 
referencing, user analysis and context analysis. These analysis materials 
assist you in obtaining evidence of a-need for the project and then guide you in 
demonstrating how,  your project meets both field and DOC priorities, those who 
will be affected by it and under what conditions the project will take place. 
At the end of the analysis cluster, you will have the information necessary to 
justify the project as well 'as the data base for setting goals and initiating 
the design. 

Design:-  The five informatibn sheets in the design cluster detail the major 
steps of goal setting, system selection, setting criteria, specifying analysis 
prOcedures and specifying design procedures. These sheets help you set your 
projecteSgoals and objectives, select themost suitable telecommunications sys-
tem for-meeting the objectives - satellite; other or a combination ofseveral 
specify criteria for evaluating,the stitcess of the project, and finally estab-
lishing-the PrWcedures for fine tuning your analyses in terms 'of the selected 
system; and designing the strategies, methods and materials for the proposed 

. 	 , 	- - 	 _ 	_ _ 
, 	. 

larbddction:--Although this iS only-ône'infortation sheet, it ls a critical one 
-in that-it outlines what procedures you-will'have to specify for the_actual 
creation of the' prototype Materials and fina17produCts that your project re-

.quirès.:-A.'largepbrtion. ofyour-project'sresbierees are consumed in this:Phase. 
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Evaluation: Three information sheets focus on evaluation: specifying formative 
evaluation procedures, specifying summative evaluation procedures, and cost-
benefit analysis.  Thèse  sheets are designed to help you design procedures for 
improving all components of the project, assessing its impact, its successes and 
failures, and identifying and demonstrating what benefits have accrued in rela-
tion to the costs. 

Implemehtation:  The implementation information sheet assists you in detailing 
how you intend to get the system out into the field. The procedures you derive 

will cover the installation, implementation and institutionalization of what you 

are proposing. 

Timelines and budgets: The final two information sheets provide step-by-step •  

suggestions for establishing timelines and budget requirements and then monitor-
ing these throughout the life of the project. Budgeting, in particular, has 
often been cited as a major problem area - both in terms of preparing budgets 
and then later in monitoring them. It is essential that all possible costs be 
determined in advance and then strictly controlled. The budgeting information 

' sheet can assist with this effort. 

1. SEEDS ANALYSIS 

OBJECTIVE: To identify high-priority problem areas. 

MATERIALS: Surveys, studies, government reports, and statistics related to the 
problem area. Final reports from previous, similar projects. 

PROCEDURE: - Assemble a panel of experts and people affected by the potential 
problem area. Also collect available documents related to that 
area. 

- Jointly'identify the ideal state of affairs in the specific 
problem. area. Define this state of affairs in specific terms. 

- Describe the existing state of affairs in specific terms that 
. parallel those _used for the ideal state. 

Identify_the discrepancies between the ideal and the existing 
states - of affaira, -,The magnitude of,your problem_depends on the 
size ofthis discrepancy. 

_Çenerate a list of possible causes for these discrepancieawith 
supporting-evidence for each-cause. 

List the  probleM-areaa -lh order of priority along with  the  
probable causes for each. 
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1. -  NEEDS ANALYSIS (Cont'd) 

SUGGESTIONS: 1. Make sure that your needs analysis has not already been done 
by someone else. 

2. Secure and distribute materials with background information 
before face-to-face meetings. 

3. Provide objective evidence for ideal and existing states and 
the probable causes for discrepancies. 

.ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL: Consultants in the  problem area, representatives from the 
problem area, and technical advisors. • 

ADDITIONAL COSTS: Payments to consultants, their travel and transportation, per 
. 	,•_, 	diem, boardingand -lodging, bUbiness mealà, meeting space 

-rental, acquisition of relevant documents. 

PRIORITY REFERENCING- 

OBJECTIVE To matclÈneeds identifies:1*in the previousanalysià With priorities 
established,for funding satellite technology projects. 

MATERIALS: List of,priority problem areas from the previous seep. DOC publi-
cations, especially the Project Guidelines. Reports• that list 
priority needs in the selected area of medicine or education. 

,--,PROCEDUREILocate documents,ln,the field,that confirm-your needs:es:priority  
, 	concerns. 

- Examine DOC documents to match your needs with-theAepartmental - 
priorities. 

Link , these_priority -statements with your problem statements from 
the previous step. 

. 	 • 	 ' •- 	 -,--._ 	- 	• -, . 	- 	- 
SUGGESTIONS: 1. Makesure . that your identified needs  fit  bàth  priorities in 

your field and the priorities of poc. 	, 	. .  

-.2. Make thià match between' your needs and external:priorities ' 
- 	- - 	very clear to.,others. 

• — 

,ADDITIONAL PERSONNELReferencelibrarian representatives• frem government 
departments, and, consultants :in the selected areas. 
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2., PRIORITY REFERENCING (Cont'd) 

ADDITIONAL COSTS: Payments to consultants, their travel and transportation, per 
- diem, boarding and lodging, acquisition of documents, library. 

data bank searches. 

3. USER ANALYSIS 

• OBJECTIVE: To identify different user groups and their characteristics which 
are relevant to the project. 

MATERIALS: Publications with information on various user groups. Tests and 
questionnaires (both commercial and locally-designed) for collecting 
information on user characteristics. 

PROCEDURE: - Identify all potential persons affected by the project and divide 
them into user groups. 

- List various characteristics of users (e.g. attitudes, language, 
socio-economic status, etc.) which are relevant to the project. 

Describe each user group category in terms of these character-
istics. Collect additional information if necessary. 

• 

- Specify the roles  and interactions among various user groups. 
during your project. 

SUGGESTIONS: Make sure that you compile as complete a list of users as pos-
sible. For,example, if your project involves some instruction, in 
addition to-the learners, you may Want to.liSt Instructors, quest 
panelists', and other experts as users. -  Similarly, if a,project 

• involves ,  medical diagnosis through sa.tellitè transmission, then 
the.patiehes, nurses,doctdrs and eXternalexperts can all be 
considered as users. 

ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL: 'Consultants on user characteristics. Part-time inter-
viewers and test scorers. Representatives from  diffèrent  

• groups. 

-ADDITIONAL COSTS: Payments: 	all additional personhel'listed above, their 
travel, transportation, per diem, boarding and lodging. 
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4. CONTEXT ANALYSIS 

OBJECTIVE: To identify relevant characteristics of the context in which the 
project is conducted. 

MATERIALS: Publications describing the various contexts. These may include 
descriptions of your institution, geographical surveys, sociological 
and anthropological reports, technical reports on relevant communi-
cations networks, personnel lists, job specifications and inven-
tories of equipment. 

PROCEDURE: - Describe your institution in  terms of those characteristics which 
affect the project (e.g. physical environment, degree of adminis-
trative commitment to the project, availability of secretarial 

• and computer services, and previous experience of similar pro-
jects). 

• - Describe the technological context in tesms of those character-
istics of the larger commilnity that affect the project (e.g. 
types of equipment already installed, sophistication of users, 
technical knowledge, studio/broadcast facilities and comniunica-
tions networks). 

- Describe the geographical context (e.g. location and dispersion 
of user groups, climate, access to technological resources, 
distance between sites and topography). 

-- Describe - the socio-cultural context of the project (e.g. levels 
of èducatidà, ethnicity, language and cultural  problems). 

- From the descriptive information draw up a profile of the total 
context in which the project is to be conducted. 

SUGGESTIONS: ' 1. Usea wide variety of objective sources of information to 
avoid any biases. 

2. Limit the descriptions to those characteristics that  lare 
relevant to the project. 

. •Keep the context analysis and the user analysis parallel to 
each other. 

ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL: Various consultants in dif.ferent càntext areas. 

ADDITIONAL 
-. 	. 

COSTS: Payments to consultants, their travel, transportation, Per 
- L'- diem hoardingand lodging. Cost of'different publications. 

.-::'_ 	 ....._ _ 	 . 
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5. GOAL SETTING 

OBJECTIVE: 'To clearly state the goals and objectives for the project on the 
basis of information from the previous analyses. 

MATERIALS: Problem statements, priority statements, descriptions of user group 
characteristics, and descriptions of the context from the previous 
steps. 

- PROCEDURE: - State the general goal for the project in terms of a solution to 
the problem identified during needs analysis. 

- 	-. List specific objectives...which directly càntribute to the 
achievement-of this goal. 

- Eliminate those objectives which are not compatible with the 
outcomes of youranalYsis - 

Pr.:wide copies of the gàals and objectives (along with-various 
'anà'Iyals reports) to a panel of expette; representative users and 
others for feedback. . 

- Revise your goal and objectives on the baeis of the feedback. 

- Justify the goal and'each àbjective by providing supporting 
evidence from your analyses. 

SUGGESTIONS: 1. State your goal in clear  and straightforward language and your 
objectives in-èoncrete, measurableterMs, 

- 2. Be realistic in setting your•goals. Do not bite off more than 
you can chew. 

ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL: Expert consultants and representative users: 

ADDITIONAL-COSTS: Payments to all additional personnel listed above, thel„r 
travel, transpàrtion, per diem,.boarding and- lodging. 	. 	• 

6. SYSTEM SELECTION 

-
_ 	. 

OBJECTIVE: ,ToseleCt the appropriate . teletOmmunication system which will best 
. -meet-the project needs at thelJeast cost. 	' 

_ 
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1 

6. SYSTEM SELECTION (Cont i d) 

MATERIALS: Goals, objectives, and results of earlier analyses. Reports of 
similar previous projects. Information on available telecommuni-
cation systems. Tables. and figures indicating costs of each system 
and different parts of the system. 

PROCEDURE: - List requirements for the telecommunication system on the basis 
of the project goals and-objectives, user characteristics, and 
the technological, soclo-cultural, geographical and institutional 
context of the project. 

- Make a list of available telecommunication systems (e.g. satel-
lite systems, microwave systems, land-based systems) in terms of 
their components (e.g.:television, telephone and computers) and 
alternative formats (e.g. slow scan, wireless). 

Compare the relative cost-effectiveness of different components 
in:meeting the requirements for your system. 

- Select the system (or a combination of components from different 
systems) that best meets the project needs' at the least cost. 

SUGGESTIONS:. 1. .Some,systems may be cnrrently available for experimental use 
. at little or no expense. Rowever. ,,bear - in  min-d - 	costs 

. 	when selecting the most cost-beneficial system. 

,Governmeni,agencies are eitteuipting to reduce medical and 
educational costs. The .selection .  of your system should 

• demonstrate significant benefits for any edditional costs. . 	_ . 	 - 
• 

ADDITIONAL-PERSONNEL: Communications consultants, consultants from DOC, and 
other.-technical cOhsultants. Cost-bénefit analyst, 
computer programmer. 

ADDITIONAL COSTS: Payments to consultants,-their travel, transportion, ,per 
• diem, boarding and.lodging• Cost of different publications. 

- Cost of computer ,time and programming. 
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7. SETTING CRITERIA 

OBJECTIVE: To specify criteria which will indicate whether or not the goals and 
objectives of the project have been achieved. 

MATERIALS: Goals and objectives, information collected during earlier analyses, 
and the description of your system. 

PROCEDURE: - For each objective, identify a set of indicators and measurement 
instruments  that will test whether or not it has been achieved. 

- For each objective, list some secondary effects and identify 
indicators for measuring them. (For example, the secondary 

-effect of a nurse-training program could be fewer complaints from 
patients.) 

- - Set: up the technical quality cbntrol criteria for each part ôf 
your system. Prepare checklists or evaluation instruments for 
measuring them._ (For example, if television is one of the 
components of your system, you may set up criteria for picture 
quality and audio reception). 

- Set up non-technical quality . control criteria for such variables. 
• as reliability, convenience, flexibility and confidentiality of • 

your systeM. 

- Identify  ail  cost factors (e.g. time, personnel,, materials, 
repairs, replacements,etc.).and set up procedures for bollecting 
and -recording data related to them. 

SUGGESTIONS: 1. Make,sure that your criteria perfectly match your  objectives. 

- 2. Use a wide variety of . indicators for all measures. • 

3. Make sure that yôut technical and non-technical quality;._ 
control criteria are measurable bnes which can be easily ' 
monitored during the project. 

ADDITIONAL. PERSONNEL: Tests and measurements, technical and accounting 
• consultants. . 	 _ 

_ . 	, 
ADDITIONAL COSTS:- - PayMentà , t0 all additional personnel listed above, their 

travel, tràhsportion, per -diem, boarding and - lodging.... - • 



1. This  is a statement of the earlier  analyses and  not a new - 
step. Do nbt start the process all over again. This analysis 
phase helps you zero in on your ultimate content and user 
group. 

SUGGESTIONS: 
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8. SPECIFYING ANALYSIS PROCEDURES 

OBJECTIVE: To specify the procedures for fine grain analysis for producing 
project materials and designing/selecting methods. 

MATERIALS: Reports from earlier analyses and materials used in these earlier 
steps. 

PROCEDURE:- - Re-examine your problem statements from the analyses in the light 
'of your proposed system. Fine tune the analyses to provide 
specific information on the needs related to your solution. 

- Re-examine the user-group descriptions from the point of view of 
the proposed system. Collect more detailed information related 
to  the design and use of the system. 

- Re-examine yoür - technological, institutional, socio-cultural and 
geographical context from the point of view of the proposed 
system. Collect more detailed information about all these 
contexts related to the design and use of the proposed system. 

- -Break down the project goals and objectives into tasks and 
subtasks on the basis of the information collected above. 

ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL: Expert consultants in the problem area, content area and 
instructional analysis. 

ADDITIONAL COSTS: Payments to all additional persOnnél listed above,> their' 
.travel, transportion, per diem, boarding and lodging. 

9. SPECIFYING DESIGN PROCEDURES 

OBJECTIVE: To- specify procedures for the design of your system. 

MATERIALS: Outcomes from the previous step.. 



Instructional designers, media production specialIsts, 
script writers, content specialists and other 
consultants. 

ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL: 
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9. SPECIFYING DESIGN PROCEDURES (Cont'd) 

PROCEDURE: - Based on your analyses, set up goals and objectives for your 
system. 

- Select suitable strategies (e.g. training, diagnostic centers, 
simulation etc.) to accomplish your goals and objectives. 

- Select suitable media and formats (e.g. television, audio, print 
etc.) to accomplish your goals and objectives. 

- Prepare a "blueprint" for the design of the system. 

• SUGGESTIONS: 1. , The goals and Objectives in this step are more specific than 
the  earlier 

nesthe_Plri:jercetlnt:h (
t311-1.: . s stem ou are desi nin Y 	YY gg. 

2»Mb'cleirs for the systematic selection of .strategies, 'media and 
format exist in the literature. Make use of them'wherever 
appropriate. •• 	•  .• 

3. The  blueprint should - be-a detailed document outlining both the 
materials and methods.to bé created. • 

• 4. This is a suitable phase to begin early formative evaluation 
(step 11). 

ADDITIONAL-COSTS: Payments to all additional personnel listed above, their 
travel, transportion, per diem, boarding and lodging. 

.10.. SPECIFYING PRODUCTION PROCEDURES 

OBJECTIVE: To specify procedureê for, the production of your system. 

MATERIALS: - The blùeprint from the previous step. 



I. 
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10. SPECIFYING PRODUCTION PROCEDURES (Cont'd) 

•1 

PROCEDURE:- - Assign production responsibilities to different in-house person-
nel and/or outside contractors. 

- Allocate suitable resources to different producers and set up 
production schedules (with intermediate deadlines). 

- Produce various components of the system with quality control 
checkpoints. 

- Check compatibility of your system components with the require- 
ment,of the transmission system. 

- Assemble various components into an integrated prototype system. 

- On the basis of formaeive evaluatibn data (see next steP) produce 
the final system. 

SUGGESTIONS: 1. Production can become the -biggest consumer of your time and 
resourcés. Strict time and budget'controls are essential in 
this step. ' 

• 
2. Formative evaluation procedures should be instituted very 

early in the production phase to reduce the cost of (and 
resistance to) chance. • 

1. -Particularly wieh mediated_components,. producers ,  have a 
téndencV to stress attractiveness over effectiveness. These 
should be kept in balance. 

ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL: Outside contractors for production, part-time technical 
consultants,  actors, narratOrs and miscell . 	 aneous talent. 

 , 	_ 	 . 

ADDITIONAL COSTS: Production materials-, production equipment, user equipment, 
transmission ,costs,  studio time, printing, graphicS, publi-
cation and reproduction coSts, and payments and expenses • 

• related to all the additional personnel. 

11:‘ SPECIFYING FORMATIVE EVALUATIOU'PROCEDURES 
• • 

-OBJECTIVETo,specify procedures-forAmproNIng project methods and. materialeon 

- 	basis of feedback-fxpmexperts and representative users.-- 
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11. SPECIFYING FORMATIVE EVALUATION PROCEDURES (Cont'd) 

MATERIALS: Project materials (e.g. training manuals, videotape and descriptions 
of procedures). Lists of goals and objectives, analyses data, time 
lines, criteria and various tests and measuring instruments. 

PROCEDURE: - Assemble a panel of experts from different fields and provide 
them with prototype products and procedures. Have them review 
materials and provide.feedback for improvement using background 
information -and guidelines which you supply to them. 

- Analyze suggestions from different experts and select . a set of 
improvements .to be made. Implement these changes in your pro-
ducts and procedures. 

- Simulate project procedures (see suggestions for simulations in 
the accompanying paper). Monitor activities and revise accord- 
ingly. 

,c 

- Pilot theproducts and procedures with representative user 
groups. Monitor the use and collect feedback on effectiveness 
and efficiency. Make suitable revisions. 

- -.After implementation, constantly collect relevant information to 
update and streatline the pràject materials and methods. 

SUGGESTIONS: 1. Be sure to allocate appropriate time periods for evaluation 
and improvements within your timelines. 

, 	- 1 
2. Institute evaluation procedures as : early. in the project as 

possible, since changes become more.expensive and resistance 
" • to change increases.the further you get into the project. 

, 3. Use a wide variety of experts and limit each expert to his/her, 
, ,particular 	 " 

.4. ,Do not collect data for date's sake. Make sure all'informa-
tion is useful for improving your project. 

ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL: Different expert consultants. Representative users.- 
- 	Technical part-time help (e.g,  media production people). 

Additional communications engineers. Addi.tional 
- 	evaluators. 

YADDITIONAL COSTS::-Production materials, production equipment,.user equipment, 
transmission costs, stud.io time, printing,. graphics, publi-
cation and reproduction costs, and payments and expenses 

:. - releted to all the additionaLpersonnel. 
, 
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12. SPECIFYING SUMMATIVE EVALUATION PROCEDURES 

OBJECTIVE: To spedify procedUres for evaluating the final outcomes of the 
project and to make recommendations for the follow up. 

MATERIALS: All products and procedures from the project. Different tests and 
measuring instruments. Evaluation data gathered throughout the 
project, including project logs and anecdotal reports. 

PROCEDURE: - Prepare a suitable summative evaluation design. 

- Acquire or design all additional tests and measuring instruments 
for collecting input, output and process data. 

- Work out specific ptocedures for carrying out the evaluation and 
data analysis. 

- Select suitable subjects from user groups whom you will use in 
your evaluation. 

Implement the evalùation plan,  analyze the data, and draw 
ÉoàCluàions,that are directly related td the data. 

- Write the final report_with suitable recommendations which are 
directly related to the data. 

- Write the final report with suitable recommendations which are 
directbi related to your conclusions. 

SUGGESTIONS: 1. Make sure that yoùr study is comprehensive - without being 
constraining. You need to identify your achievements as well 
•as your failures throùgh comprehensive testing. However, you 
should avoid overcollection of data which can negativel3i 
affect the project outcomes. 

2. In your-final report, be  as objective and candid as possible. 
Most projèct répOrta'do not include valùable - information 
because they are considered "unrespectable" (e.g. personality • 
conflicts within y6ut teàm-ot the high quality of dedication 
among the worker's). 

3. Report your findings Without the use of excessive jargon, so 
,-, that others can understand and build upon your experience.- - 

-ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL: Évaluatién 'ccinsultants. -. Representatives from user 
• - -groups. Parttrte data collectors and analysts. 

. Computer. programmets... 

ADDITIONAL.COSTS:::COsts of additional ,personnel. Ço-sts of designing tests and . 	, 
dùplicating'them. — COMputer .  time for scer1ng:4nd data 

• - 	• 	analysis-. Transmission; and-receptiocosts. 
- 
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13. SPECIFYING COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS PROCEDURES 
- 	_ 

OBJECTIVE: To specify procedures for identifying and demonstrating cost savings 
through the use of your system to achieve the benefits of the 
project. 

MATERIALS: List of goals and objectives for the project, evaluation data on the 
effects of the project, budget and detailed cost accounts for the 
project. 

PROCEDURE: - List major benefits of the project under various categories. Use 
both the goals and objectives of the project and the actual 
evaluation data. 

Fox each benefit, record the cost of attaining it with yOur 
system. The costs should be.redUced to dollar figures whenever 

• feasible. 

- List two-or three  alternative  systems which are available for 
achieving the same benefits. Find out the corresponding costs 
for obtaining the same-benefits at the same level. You should 
obtain these cost estimates from a comparable project using the 
alternative.system. If such cost figures are not available, you 
may have to use data from previous years to estimate them. If 
one of your alternative systems is so innovative that it is not•
yet being used anywhere, you may have to estimate the best 
available costs. 

- Compare different costs for obtaining differéht benefits and the 
total package of benefits. Identify the most cost-effective 
system.  If  you have systematically selected a worthwhile project 
that utilizes the-unique capacities of satellite technology, it 
is hoped that your system has the best cost-benefit figures. - 

• Even if this does not turn out to be the case, the data may 
suggest valuable nèw combinations. 

SUGGESTIONS:' 1. Objectivity is of criticar.importance in. your cost-benefit 
analysis.. It - will be a good idea to contractwith an outside 

-agency to- undertake this step of your-project. 

2. Be realistic  about the achievements  and  benefits of your 
project. Do.not permit wishful thinking to equate the goals_ ' 
and objectives- Of the t)ioject. with the actual benefits. 

• . 	. 

" ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL: .Outside'eValuators.' Cost-accounting consultants 

ADDITI6b1AL COST- S: Payment'â•to consültarits; their travel, transportation, per 
diem boardingand 
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14. SPECIFYING IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES 

1 

1 

OBJECTIVE: To specify procedures for implementing your system in the field. 

MATERIALS: All components of your system. 

Vt. 

PROCEDURE: - Select suitable sites and establish contact with local liaison. 

- Cooperatively determine installation requirements in terms of 

equipment, transmission links, technical expertise, personnel, 

space, time and support systems. Also determine implementation 
constraints (e.g. geographic, linguistic). 

- Work out a budget and a schedule for the implementation at each 

site. 

Design a strategy for implementation (e.g. introduction, 
tràihing', maintenance) and verify its feailbility at each site. 
Simulate this strategy implementation to debug the procedures.. 

7 Install your system at different sites and monitor its use. 

Provide all necessary assistance and modifications. 

SUGGESTIONS:. .1. Even though this is the final step, planning for implementa-
-tion should begin very early. 

• 
• 2. Do not-rely sélelY on experts' judgmentel involve user-groups 

in the design of the implementation strategy. 	— 

3.: prepare.contingency,plahs for vàrious probably teéhnicar 
.difficulties, (e.g. audio link back-up system in case of 

• • - 	.audio-visual transmission problems.) • 

'Establish alternate schedules.in case of unanticipated.delays. - 

, 
ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL: Conshltants from previous similar projects, on-site 

coordinators, parttime technical help for installation - - 
.. 	. ..-.-.' s. - 	e ,,crews- 	Local technical -persônnel. - Troubleshooter/ 

J. 	 , 	. 
, 	,, , 	

itinerant consultant. - . . 

ADDITIkAAL COSTS: Payments to all'âdditional  personnel  listed àbéve, their tra-

,_ . transportation, per,diem,,boarding,and loding. -Materials 
anclequipment costs. Installation costs. Antenna costS. 
Communications hookhps. Reception equipment. Transmission 
equipment. Studio time. --- 
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15. TIMELINE DESIGN 

OBJECTIVE: Specify the start and termination dates for each phase and step of 
the project. 

MATERIALS: Project procedures from the previous steps. Total list of project 
personnel and consultants with their schedule availability. 

PROCEDURE: — Using the project procedure descriptions, list major phases and 
individual steps. 

- Determine the final deadline date for the termination of the 
entire project. 

e Working backward'; tentativey determine the number of days 
'required for each phase. - Also,- deterMine which phases/steps•can 

be accomplished simultaneously, 

- Determine starting and ending dates for each phase and activity. 

- Graphically lay these out on a time line sheet (with phases/steps 
along the vertical axis and time along the hOrizontal). Adjust 
individual time allocations so that they fall within the time 
constraints of the project. 

• 
ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL: Time-management:„and PERT/CPM consultants. Consultants 

from other projects. Computer-programmer. 

ADDITIONAL COSTS: Payments to all additional personnel listed above, their tra-
. 	vel, transportation, per diem, boardinà and loding. 

16. BUDGETING 

OBJECTIVE:  :To prepare à comprehensiVeitemized -budget for the prOject. 

-- 	• 	 , 
MATERIALS:., ,your planning  document and  sample budiets,from similar:project, _ - - 	 . 
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16. BUDGETING (Cont'd) 

PROCEDURE: - DeterMine cost categories based on the samples given in Appendix 
I. You may also want to examine budget items from other similar 
projects. 

- Design a table with the phases and steps of the project (from 
your time line) along the vertical axis and cost categories along 
the horizontal. Enter itemized costs for each phase/step and 
each category. 

7 For, each cell.  of your tâble, indicate the amount of institutional 
'support and the amount required from outside sources. 

- Total up the vertical columns so that three figures are shown for 
each cost category: total aMount required, the amount of instit- 

. utional support, and exteenal funding required. Prepare a summary 
budget showing all three' . categories. 

SUGGESTIONS: 1. Prepare three budgets: a realistic one, an absolute minimum 
budget and an affluent budget. Depending upon the predisposi-
tion of the funding agency and your project team, use the 
appropriate one. 

2 . Be prepared tci negotiate with the funding agency (and with 
your institution) on ail categories. Have justification data 
for.each budget entry. _ 

,.ADDITIONAL  PERSONNEL: Consultants. 

-ADDITIONAL COSTS: ,  Payments to ccinsultantS, their travel, - transpbrtation, per 
diem, boarding:and -lodging. 

_ 



APPENDIX I 

* ITEMIZED CATEGORIES FOR A.SAMFLE*BUDGET  
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'ITEM 
PROJECT 

REQUIREMENTS 
INSTITUTIONAL 

SUPPORT 
AMOUNT 

REQUESTED 

PERSONNEL 

- Full-time project staff  

Salaries  

Administrative 

Content _(medical/educational) 

Developmental 

Technical 

Evaluation  

'Transmission 

Production' 

Secretarial 

Computer.  

Benefits for alLof the  aboVe 

- Part-time staff  

Salaries  

Administrative 

Content (medicalléducational) • 

Technical 

Developmental  

Production 

Transmission 

Evaluation 

Secretarial 

Computer  

Benefits for  all _part-time  staff. 
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ITEM 
PROJECT 

REQUIREMENTS 
INSTITUTIONAL 

SUPPORT 
AMOUNT 
REQUESTED 

- Contractors  

Technical 

Developmental 

Production 

Transmission 

Evaluation 

Computer  

- Consultants  

..-Content_(medical/educational) 

Technical 

_Developmental  

Production 

Transmission 

Evaluation 

Computer 

- Representative users  

For Analysis 

For Evaluation 

TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION 

_-_.Project  Team 

Part-time workers 

Contractors 

Consultants 

Representative users  



Data processing equipment  

- Rental  

	 Medical/education equipMent .1 
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: 

ITEM 
PROJECT 

REQUIREMENTS 
INSTITUTIONAL 

SUPPORT 
AMOUNT 

REQUESTED 

PER DIEM 

MISCELLANEOUS MEALS AND RECEPTION CHARGES 

EQUIPMENT 

- Purchase  

Medidal/educational  'equipment 

Prgduction equipment 

Transmission equipment 

Reception equipment 

Office equipment and furniture 

Production  equipment 

Transmission  equipment 

Reception equipment 

.Office equipment and furniture 

Data processing equipment  

-EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION EXPENSES 

- 'Supplies - 

Medical/edUcation supplies  - 

Production supplies 

:Office 'supplies - 

Data processing5upplies -  -  

.; 

I. 

I. 

i.  



INDIRECT  COSTS 
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ITEM 
PROJECT 

RE QU IRE MENT S 
INSTITUTIONAL 

SUPPORT 
AMOUNT 

REQUESTED 

C OMMUNI CAT ION S 

Postage 

Telephone 

COMPUTER TIME 

PRODUCTION AND REPRODUCTION COSTS 

Pho tocopying 

Print 

Aud io 

V ideo 

0 ther  media  

TRANSMISSION, COSTS 

Li> 
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Simulation in Satellite Projects: 

Planhing, Testing and Preparing for Transmission  

Many satellite projects can attribute their initial transmission problems to two 

major causes: 
- 

I. Lack of preparation and rehearsal. 

2. Technical difficulties. 

To a large extent, you can avoid both these types of pitfalls through the use of 

simulation. Communicating across thousands of miles instantaneously via satel-

lite is a complex process. You usually have to deal directly with large numbers 
of people. You often have to use studios or facilities that have been especial-
ly 'set up for your transmissions. Ih many Cases, you work with technical people 
whose tasks and skills are unfamiliar to you, your staff and the users of your 
programs. You may also have to link up additional equipment with the transmis-

sion system. 

Your projecg can readily run into trouble when no provisions have been made for 
rehearsal and the experiencing of some of the difficulties you may encounter 

ddring actual transmission and reception. Fortunately, however, through the use 
of simulation techniques, you can begin trouble-shooting early, permitting you 
to meet your initial transmissions with confidence and a set of debugged 
procedures.' 

Some Advantages of Simulation  

-Simulation offers some_unique advantages throughout all stages of your project. 

- Getting the big,pictureearly. At the beginning of a project', your team 

spends most of its time working on disjointed components. Parts are assigned 
êo individuals with the hope that all of these will ultimately fit together. 
A simulation in these early stages is useful for bringing different members 

, 

	

	of the planning team together to-give them a feel for what the final 
transmission stages will be like. 

- Manipulating , project variables withbut excessive  delay or expense. By simu- 
-.1ating the final activities of the-project early, you can approximate what 

the parts  will eventually look like  and  how they should all fit together.' 

,Yodcan , runthrough ,plannedproéédures.in avariety of wayS'. A simulation 

'permits you to try out alternative solutions for impact and/or efficiency. 
On the-basis of your simulation, you can select from among alternatives with 
greateraccutacy. 

..77_ Locating missing elements.  Experts are  often brought together during the ' 
,-, projectto determine how - thesyétem-is , to function. Since this is generally 

a "think tank" type of procedure, some critical elements may be forgotten or - 
overlooked: ''Plans and.procedures are,seldom operationalized at this stage. 
By organizing this armchair planning»around simUlated scenarios that focus on 

' how the parts fit together, omissions immediately become saliently evident. 
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- Strengthening realistic planning. Plans that look good on paper sometimes 

become inapplicable_in reality. One way of testing plans and procedures to 

verify,.how realistically they , can be applied is through the use of a simula-

tion which forces participants to -engage in the planned activities. Observa-

tion followed by debriefing after the simulation can assist in determining 

which tasks are too difficult or even impossible to perform. 
- 

- Increasing enthusiasm while decreasing anxiety. Two characteristics of large 

satellite projects are anxiety and boredom. Faced with putting all the 

pieces together, depending on a complex and unfamiliar communication system 

and anticipating conversation with people hundreds or even thousands of miles 

away creates tensions, uncertainties and fears. -At the same time, gearing up 

for transmission can be such a long and tedious process that project per-
sonnel may lose their enthusiasm because of the seeming routineness of their 

tasks. Simulation can help overcome both these tendencies by allowing team 

membérs to participate in activities -that give them more than just a glimpse 

Of what the real thing will look like. During a simulation, team members can 

- -obaerve how their individual efforts contribute to the project..Participation 

In the simulation itself generates enthusiasm. At the same time, by rehear- 

sing the transmission, each person gets a chance to practice skills that will 

'be required later, thus reducing their anxiety,levels. 
- 

Saving transmission time. Time, when you are transmitting, is very costly. 

By simulating , transmission activities and- rehearsing as if it were the "real 

thing";-both the project team and users are better prepared for transmission. 

• You do not waste valuable time during the transmissions teaching persons what 

to do. 

, 

7 Debugging equipment and proCedures. It doea not'require a satellite to re- 

-hearse a-transmission. - By creating realistic scenarios,: you can put everyone 

through the system, utilizing all the equipment and procedures you intend to , 
-, 	use during broadcasts. Video problems,.actor movements, audio levels, equip". 

ment hook-ulis, etc. Can all be tested during a high fidelity simulation. 

. 	 _ . 	 . 
' - Saving  important  person's time. A project . may require highly paid "actors'', 

tightly scheduledexecUtives.or overworkedspeciaiists during its  transmis-

sions. ,Since these people do not have,time for long explanations and 

rehearàals, simulations can help you test out alternatives for integrating 

these  important-.people  into the transmission. ;Using a variety of procedures . 

and,stand-ins, you can simulate until you arrive at the optimal solution.. 

-. ,,Reducing ,..theArama, of-the , real thing.,any,projects moire from the _planning 

'stagés,through to transmission without. ever successively approaching.this 

final stage by means of a series of simulations that increase in fidelity as 

transmissiontimeAraws near. The result is that initial transmission coMes 

as a'quantum leap trailing confusion in its wake. Simulations gradually 

acclimatize the team personnel to the final-Stages.of transmission, reducà 

the-disorienting impactfs :-o - uddenlydacing, strangers across great distances" 

and permit .  persons to move intotheir roles with greater ease. 
- 

.,:-.SimulatiOnaareuseful for.everyone involved:in,your project: .planning  tea% ,. 

project personnel, user  groups, experts, technicians and even observers. . 

Throne - the use of simulation, all-aspects-of your project can,..be.tried out . 	_ 
--.,. 	 _ 	 . 	_ 

' 	and refinedylong' before.your first transmitting day. 	. 

II 	
. 	

• . 
 

. 	. _ 
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Designing Your Own Simulations  

As the advantage settion suggests, simulations can be used at a number of 
different points throughout your project. In fact, simulation can be viewed as 

a series of successive approximations ultimately leading to actual satellite 
transmission. As the project progresses, the fidelity of the simulations 
increase. What follows are some suggestions for incorporating simulation into 

your , projedt , activities at,the planning; testing and just-prior-to-transmission 

levels. 
• 

Simulation for Planning  
• • 

Just as the project is gearing up and getting. started, it is useful to bring the 
team together to - design a simulation Of what it-is you all expect the final. 
outcomes to be. 

Procedure  

1. Draw up as cômplete a list as possible of-all persons who will be taking 
part in the transmissions. 

2. List all equipmentthat is -to be use4. 	 ., 

3.' Despri,be the facilities and sites that_will_,be needed. Use pictures, draw-.  . 
'ings-and-  maps if these are -useful. 	 . 

4. List all the activities that will occur during transmission. 

5. List your time constraints. 

6. Design a stenario for each type of transmission you intend to undertake. The 
•scenario should include: a typical incident, the persons involved, and the 
space, time allocations and equipment required. 

, 
7. Assign_roles- from the scenario to different participants from the planning' 

team and have them move through the scenario playing their various roles. 

.---AsSign observers to record-what is , eing on. These observers should: 

List materialathat,are referred-to. 

- Record procedures. 

- Record questions. 

--- Note problems that arise an-d-'how these are solved on the spur of the 
,moment. -  

Describe spaces required. 

- Record significant comments that are made during the simulation. 

:?:Note - need for mora , informaticin.' 	- 

-List-troublespots. 	, _ -,:- 
-- 

- Notepoints at which additional personnel 
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9. At the end of the simulation, bring the team together to study and analyze 
the information which the simulation has generated. Evaluate your plans in 

the light of this information. If a large number of unexpected events have 
occurred, rework your scenario and try it over again on the basis of the new 

Information. 

Benefits  

As a result of this type of planning simulation you benefit in a number of 

different ways. You are able to: 

- Verify the extent to which your initial plans are complete and operational. 

, -  Édit  materials and equipmentlistd to. include miàsing items while eliiinating 
unnecessary ones. 

-  More  accurately assess transmission time-requirements. 

Spot potential procedural trouble - areas that_need to -be restructured. 

ur, „Identify information gaps thatAxequire filling. 

- More realistically evaluate the impact of your proposed transmissions. 

Recycle your  plans for later.testing. 

Simulation for Testing  

Once the prOject ià underway and equipment and materials have been partially  de-
'signed or procurred, some initial - testing of the system should be undertaken to 
assese the usability of the materials; identify potential problem areas,:refing 
proCedurés and prepare personnel for transmission. At this stage, simulations 
are more realistic than -at the planning level. Actual equipment, materials,(even 
in prototype form), scripts and spaces may be involved. These types of simula-
tions permitryou to trrnutand refine'the system you have designed from your 
plans. 

- .Procedure  

II . 
	1. Select spaces similar-to those which will-be used during transmission. Using _ 

uctual eecus, of'equipment'-whihcan be obtained with6nt untoward 
..- 	difficulties, set uP your spaces - both transmission und reception - to 

resemble as closely as possible the final configurations, 

2. Procure whatever 
_development, for 

3. Draw up lists of  

materials are available, regardless of their stages of  
your simulation.actors to use. 	• 

the procedures you ultimately intend to  use. 

tresign a realisticset-ofseenaribs'that thclude all the - persons. that-would. 
• - normally be involVed in:the situation as well as all necessary equipment, 

'materials to-be. usecLandprntedures to be followed. Stateset up and trans-
mission time constraints. _ 
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5. Involve all persons from the project who are available. Provide stand-ins 
for those persons who are not available, but who would ultimately be 

involved in the exercise. 

6. Run through the simulation scenarios under constraints that are as close to 

reality as possible. Since this type of simulation is designed to test out 
equipment, materials and procedures as well as prepare personnel to assume 
their ultimate roles, maintain an air of realism to the simulation. To do 

this: 

- Keep a fairly strict control of time. 

- Permit players only to speak or act as they normally would during a 
transmission. 

-__Require'persons to-move as you .expect them to during actual broadcasting. 

- Have players use equipment and materials as they are intended to be used. 

Set up some form of communications link between "transmitters" and 
"receivers't  This èan takè . the,form of simple telephone or intercom hook-
ups betweenrooms or even "Portapak" television transmissions to Monitors. 

7. Assign observers to each physical area ,  of the simulation. These observers' 
tasks are to: 

- .Record  those parts of. the  procedurèà that run smoothly as well as thèse 
that are_awkward or unworkable. 

- -Note participant resctions and remarks that indicate confusions or 
concerns. 

- Time critiàal -P4cedureS'. 

- Record on-the-spot modifications to the system -or 'extemporaneous events 
that are worthy of retention. 

- Observe problems with equipment and/or materials. 

- Note space Problems. 

- Note spotszthat require.additional trbubleshooting. 

- Indicate need for additional personnel or upgrading of skills. 

- List additional information required. 

8. After eaèh sdenarto . has been acted (Jilt, bring the observers and teat members 
• together to analyze the information recorded as well SS to discuss What has' . 
occurred.  Asa  result of this post-simulation discussion, you should be : 
prepared to  take changes to existing strategies andmaterials, alter person7 

' nelrèleà'iir make additions, and redeSign -your'Procedures to make them- more 
workable., If  a:large number of problempoccurit may be.worthwhile tè 
redeàigh  the  entire System.,7redo thenario -Snd then recyéle-bYgOing 
-tlirough another similaticin'eXercise. 
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Benefits  

This type of simulation helps you to: 

- Test out the design of your system under conditions that are more realistic 
than the paper and pencil mode. 

- Test available equipment, materials and procedures in a situation approximat-
ing the final one. 

- Observe personnel skills in a simulated setting to note how well they work as 
a team and what gaps exist in co-ordination. 

- Generate enthusiast by letting persons "get a feel for the real thing" while 
decreasing anxieïies. by reducing risks of failure -and damage to the system. 

II - 	- -Collectinformationon all aspects of the systeM that can help you refine and 
' improve it. 

Simulation for Transmission  

Once everything haà been completed and transmision time draws near, you can 
again use simulation to try out the entire system in a "dress-rehearsal" fash- 
ion. At this stage, everyone, -  with the exception of those specialists or guests 

• who_are unavailable,-participates. You run a transmission using all material, 
equipment and procelures just as you atiMately intend to, with one omission - 
you do not use the satellite. Instead, transmission ià conducted via land lines•

to other rooms or buildings. The purpose of this type of exercise is to test 
• out 'all . Cbmpnrients that' will be involved in the actual transmission. This 

permits persons to-practice their roles, meet nnexpected emergencies, fine-tune 
'procedures and co-ordinate .all the parts that will be affected during 
transmission. 

. Procedure  

1. Prepare your  studio or transmitting facility so that it is exactly as you 
intend it to be for your-actual transmissions. 	: 

_ 	. 
2. Install alI available equipment as it will be during your transmissions. • 

sét-tip àaitulat-ed tb-céptibnatation-or 'stations  to resembié those that will 
actually be receiying your messages. _ 

-4: Set lip a technical control'ténter as close to the real one as possible. 

5, Assign all. personnél ,  to roles they will_be expected to play when the 
satellite  is in use. - 

- Assign  stand-ins or unaVailàble persons - élther specialists or usera. • 

. Prepare documénts and:materials in as close to final form as possible. 
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8. Design a realistic set of scenarios that  .are  close to the real life situa-

tions you anticipate. For-these scenarios, collect field data to make the 

simulation as realistic as possible. 

.--Run through each scenario maintaining strict 'control over time. Insist that 

participants in the simulation act as though this were the real thing. 

Restrict comments and actions to those directly related to the scenario. 

BUild in transmission breakdowns and other problems to test emergency or 

alternative procedures. 

10. Assign as many observers as possible to the different parts of the simula-

tion exercise. These observers should record: 

- The extent to which procedures are adhered to as well as their applica-

bility under realistib conditions. 

- Problems that arise as well as solutions that are initiated. 

-- The amount of time required for each activity. 

-Extemporaneous modifications to materials and procedures. 

- Equipment failures. 

Space and movement problems. 

Personnel,that requireadditional preparation, performance aids or 

training. 

Additional information.  required. 

- Dead 'spots where persons àppear to lose interest. 

- 'Transmission or other technical difficulties. 

If it is feasible, the simulation should be recorded eithe•  on audio  or 
 - - video:tapelfor later analyeis.-  

11e After each dress-reheersal simulation, bring observee and team members 

together to discusewhat occurred during the rehearsal. .Modify relevant 

parts ,6f-  thErprodedUre-on , the baBis , of:data gathered during,the.simulation -e':- 

Stress .  to participants the,areas of their responsibilities that require 

improvement. Fine tune the entire system. Re-run the simulation with new 

_ecenàrios if necessary to Increase-mOtpetence  and  improve the.chances'of 

transmission success. 
... 	

• , . 	. 
Bengfits 	 „ 	 „.- 	• 

. 	 . 
iTlie--'lènefits arieing from thIellighlealistic justprior-to-trang'mission . 

 'elmulation are many. You are able to: 	, 

,,:Proyide final training for team_memberS. 

1 
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Observe how the whole system, will operate once the satellite link is 
included. 

- Observe how equipment and personnel operate under stress conditions. 

- Concentrate final preparation efforts on the weakest areas. 

- Gather missing information and materials that have been overlooked. 

- Make last-minute modifications on the basis of solid data rather than 
intuition. 	 - • 

- Build an esprit de corps among team members due to shared experiences. 

Select final procedures as a result of testing. 

Test emergency procedures. 

Conclusion  

What we have suggested above -is that-you can:use simulation techniques to your 
advantage :at the planning, testing and just.-prior-to-transmission stages of your 
prOject. The stage or- stages you Select for including simulation activities.as 
well as the extent to,which you use them at any stageAepends in large measure 
on the size, nature and time constraiMts of the project. As a general rule of . 

*thumb: , 

- the larger the project, 
r 

thé more complex the project, 

- the more numerous the components, 

- the'  more -sophisticated  and/Or" unfamiliar the equipment, 

Ifl  

- the less the experience-of  the  team and/or project personnel, the greater•the* 
need for integrating.simulation activities at all levels. Regardless  of- the 

- .mature and, constraints ,-oftheprojectiï however,' there is always room for 
incorporating  simulation  in one form or another. 

-In dealing with simulation,fon, planning, testing and prepara•dom for transmis-
sion, it became clear.that simulation could also be highly "beneficial in the* 
communication processi.tself. The aridity and self-consciousness of. communica-
tionvia‘satellite inmany publicTservice projects was"often cited in our' 
interviews and in the. reports we examined on interactive educational projects. : , 
Tor:this_xeaSbn.,. Harold - Stoloyitch and,Sivasailam Thiagarajan prepared.--, a. lzrief 
-Paper on"Simillations_andGàmes through Satellite. Technology  complete with-two,. 
extended examples:7 Its purpose.is to stimulate further thought on innovative 
ways_for more richly.explOiting• satellite potential,illthe public service. 

1 
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Simulations and Games Through Satellite -Technology  

Satellites provide a powerful technology for bringing people together over great 
distances. This immediately suggests their application for long-distance learn-
ing and cultural exchange. To date however, most of the applications of satel-
lite technology have been traditional and trite. The hardware technology is 
full of innovations, but the software technolOgy - the technology of producing 
programs for transmission - is still at the primitive stage. Educational 
programming uses the traditional techniques of the conventional classroom. 
Exchanges between distant communities are often full of banal clichés or con-
trived creations. 

The innovative‘technology_of simulations and games offer an attractive alter-
native for satellite transmission programming. Loosely defined, a simulation is 
a controlled representation of some real-world event (as in a mock UN Security 
Council debate) and a game is an interactive activity which is initiated by 
setting up some conflict, governed by various rules, and terminated according to 
some special rules for-determining who has won or lost. The techniques or 

.1-simulations and games, either individually or in combination, have a lot to 
'offer to satellite technology. •They can help provide programs that involve the 

' participants and make maximum use of the unique characteristics  of transmission  
through long distances. 

. 	. 

Why Combine Simulation Gaming with Satellite Technology? 

.•1 
Time is at a premium in satellite transmission. In order to benefit from such 
transmissions,  we have to work out techniques lor efficient use of this valuable 
time. In a real-life colloquium, for example, time is lost through politeness 
and courtesy while people make sure that a speaker has finished and no other 
speakers are about to say something before volunteering a comment. In the real 
life Situation—these inactive periods . do not matter much. But when Siich res-
traint is applied to expensive transmission time over satellites, it is very 
undesirable. The alternative is not tb forget the courtesy of waiting for 

-others to finish and allowing everybody to speak at the-same time. The more 
efficient alternative is to impose some types Of fair rules - as in a gime - 
which assigns turns for different speakers and strict time limits for what they 
say. 	•. 
	.  

	

.' 	 • 	• 	. . 	 . 	 ,.. 
. 	. 	 . 	• 

- Good group interactiOnrequireà'that everyone is given'equal chances to actively 
participate. For example i all students in à classroom haVe‘;the equal oppor-
tunity to question the professor during the diSCussion period. LeOs iniàgine 
that thrOugh satellite tedhnology„two students from St. John's are listening to 

r-a.  question and answer session at - the end of a presentation from Montreal. It  is  
''OlviOus that 'the loCalStudenesSà-Ve in advantage in attractinge SPeaker''S 

. .attention and asking their. gûèstions. To provide equal oppOrtunities for the 
. -long-distance learners, it iSimportant-that some  types of  tuies are-  once again 

::- imposed on the activity. 	 . , 	. 	. , 	 . 	. 
. 	 - - . 	 . 

, :Tri face-to- face) interaction,.we:spend,some time 'getting acquainted'ith -Cither 
• • 	, 	. 

nîembèrs of a grouP. With -Satellitè teChnology, we . :May not  be abfeto provide 
,. optimum time for the ice7-breaking and 'socializing activities. With -the  use of 

simulations and -games, wè can  get the participants intèractihi wieh greater 
• .intensity.' It is obvious that the rulestand the structure.of a game proVides 

some. security for the players, permitting them to get involved at greater levelà 
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of intensity than in the usual interaction. Similarly in simulated roleplay 
situations, players find it easier to be less inhibited because; "after all 
they are playing a role". The latent acting talent inall human beings motivates 
them to more actively participate in the activity. 

I. 

.,„ 

Satellite technology is most suited for bringing people at great distances 
together. Through its use, it is possible for members of a community in France 
to interact with members of a Francophone community in Manitoba. It is obvious 
that these different people have a number of differences and similarities in 
their perceptions, points of views, cultures and background. Thus the satellite 
provides an excellent vehicle for healthy cultural exchange. But it does not 
guarantee efficient cultural exchange. If for example, we use the transmission 
to have a Mayor from France lecture to the participants in Manitoba, this does 
not facilitate a true people-to-people, give-and-take exchange.of culture. In 
searching fbr a structure which will permit a group of people at different 
levels and with different experiences to learn from each other, one is immedi-
ately reminded of games. This is the primary way through which different 
children learn from each other. And according to anthropologists, play is the 
major medium of cultural transmission among primitive societies. Perhaps we 

• néedtb- comeine the sophistication of these primitive technologies with the high 
technology of satellite transmission in order to facilitate cultural exchanges 

'in an efficient and equitable faahion. 

While there are many similarities, it is obvious that people in different cul-
tures do not agree on all issues. The attitude of ,a rural,farmer toward meat 
prices  in Canada will probably be markedly different from that of an urban resi-
dent. While- a direct debate over satellite may help these two types of people 
'exchafige their opinions, that may  not guarantee any true empathy for each other. 
In situations like this, simulations and roleplays have a tremendous impact. 
Having a group of rural and urban dwellers randomly take the roles of each other 
and then conduct a debate in a simulated setting (such as in Parliament) can 
-provide opportunities for à true-appreciation of each other's perceptions. 

•The rationale for the use of simulations and games in,combination-with satellite 
transmission may be summarized by saying that together, these provide more 
active, efficient, and meaningful opportunities for participation and mutual 
learning. In our discussion above, we focused on those aspects of simulations 
and games as they especially apply tà satellite technology. In addition,  simu-
lations and games have their own intrinsic advantages as tools for learning and 
structuring greup interactions. These unique advantages of the simulationr ,  
gaming fortat have been extensively recotded in the literature elsewhere. 
Therefore, rather'tban repeating them, let us spend our time more profitably in 
examining some sample applications of simulations and games to satellite tech-
nology. 

- 	Example 1 - Joint Venture - 	 • 
, • 

This,is an imagina-ry cultural-exchange project wilich uses a simulation game. 
The setting involves two eotmunities with five selected representatives assem-
bled in  studipa-long distance  away from each other. There is  a 
gate leader'in-à third'ànecentralized location. This leader can communiCate. 
with both commtinities via audiô and video. The two. communities communicate with 
fhis game leaderâhd with each - other thrbughaudio-only links. This-i,s the 
fist transmissicinand membetakofboth communities have -earlier:rehearsed the 
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transmission technology and are aware of the methods to be used as well as the 

limitations of the system. In addition to five selected representatives from 

the community who are actually participating in the game, there is a group of 

other members of each community watching and listening to the "game" through 

television monitors and public address systems. 

The television set is turned on. After a lag, the game leader appears on the 

screen.  He  very briefly welcomes the participants in the two communities and 

checks the reception in all directions. He then presents the simulated scenario 

for what is to follow. The ten members from both communities have been appoin-

ted as members of a joint commission to explore different possible projects for 

them to undertake in order to bring these two cultures together. The leader 
announces that each member is now required to write down some suggestions for 

, four or five suitable joint projects, individually, on a card. On the tele-

vision screen the leader shows a few examples such as the following: 

- Children from one community stay with a family in the other community for a 

week. 

- Xebersof - both communities jointlyLdesign a mural whichfis to be pIaced (in 

. düplicate) in the Town Halls of both,communities. 	_ 
, 	 . ,. 	 . 
- The ElementarySchool curriculum of both communities contains some instruc-
. tionalcontent related to the other community. 

' The individliaLrepresentatives' (ten in - all) write down some notes for them-

selves. The audiences in either community act as kibitzers and make their own 

• suggestions.,-After about two minutes, the game leader appears back on the tele-

vision screen and asks the players to stop writing. He informs them that he is 

going s .to create a common list 9f suggestions by having each player contribute 

one idea at a time. At eachçturn, he randomly calls out the name of the player, 

alternating:between the two communities,and writes ddwn the suggested activity. 

Because this public list is clearly visible on the television screen, players 

can check and make sure that the suggestion they offer during their time is not 

a duplicate of what is already on the common list. This activity,is continued 

until the public list has ten items. 

The game leader now announces a consensus-forcing strategy. He requests each 

player to-  select secretly the single suggestion from the common list which he 

considers to be the best one: Players are informed that their scores depend 

upon the number of players choosing the same item. For example, if there are 

five players choosing the same suggestion, then each of the five players scores 

five points. If, among the other players, three choose suggestion D and the 

other two eh9ose suggestion J4  then the'scores are 3 and 2 respectively for each 

of the players. After giving'a minute's time for the selection, the game leader 

calls out different names for their choices. The TV screen now shows a roster 

of players' names along with their choices. After recording the individual 

choices, the leader computes the score for each'player and records them in the 

same list. The screen now shifts back to the common list, and the leader draws 

a line through the suggestion which was selected by most players. 

Players are required to select the  second best solution, and so on until the top 

five_suggestions have been idehtified. Each round is scored the same way. 

However, if ,  in a given round, two items , tie for most votes, the leader does not 
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take off either item from the common list. He calls for a debate, giving each 

player one minute to argue his position. After all players have had their say, 

the leader calls for a re-vote. 

After the top five suggestions have been identified, the player with the highest 

score is declared to be the winner. This is followed by a debriefing session 
during which the leader points out how,the players reduced a large number of 
indiVidual suggestions to a carefully selected list of ten items, and how this 
common list was further reduced to a prioritized list of five items. The leader 
also points out how players from different-communities voted on individual 
Items, stressing the similarities across the communities and the differences 
within the same communities. Finally, the leader suggests that both communities 
seriously consider implementing one or more of the top suggestions in order to 
strengthen the ties between the two communities. 

Example 2 - The Great Debate  

This example deals with community participation on various national issues. It 
can also be played to deal with national participation on international issues. 
Once again, the setting involves representatives from each,side. These.repré-  
sentatives are assembled in two studios with'facilities that permit two way 

-Dvideo-audio hookup. As befote there is a game leader who is operating from one 
studio. However, he is in a separate room and until the end of the game, 
neither community knows where he is located so that there is no feeling of par-
tiality on the part of the leader. 

At the beginning of the gaine, the leader announceS that there is going to be a 
, great;:debate on five issues of national importance. These issues are flashed on 

the TV screen: 

- All  provinces  ahould be ' bilingual. 

- Hoteowners should be permitted to deduct municipal taxes and mortgage 
payments from their income for tax purposes. 

- - The provinces should have greater autonomy. 

- Canada should beredivided into regions instead Of. provinces. 

-TheSenateShouldbetransformedintoa the Provinces. 

French ahould-be compulsorily taught in all English-speaking provinces. 

*Before the debate s/he.aaks_that eaçh panel  • ember and  all_members of the, 
audience indicata,their stand on these fiVè issues on a simple  ballot card 
supplied to them. .These_cards'are collected by  the local  coordinators, who 

•count the I.:Umber of votes for_each stand iwhile the game proceeds. 

• Rather than allowing-  each tepresentative to talk on issues of his own  choie,  . 
the gate leader assigna;,hoth.the issueand the stand on.theissrie.to  different 
players. These assightents are shown on the television sCreen. They aré'so 
arranged that two,peopleare randomly selected to:take :a  positive stance and two 

•. (ithers a negative stance on_each issue.., The leader specifies that eaoh.player 
limitedto this issue .a.nd - to-éither . the positive or the negatiVe stancê 
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assigned to him. The players are now given five minutes preparation time during 
which they collect suggestions from the audience in the local community on how 
to present their assigned point of  view. Members of the audience seek out the 
player who has been assigned the position they personally believe in and offer 
facts, opinions and arguments to support that position. During this preparation 
time, cameras pick out groups huddled together frantically preparing positions. 

At the end of preparetion time, the leader initiates the debate. He seleets an 
issue and alternately calls out the names of persons with positive and negative 
positions. The person whose name is called out, stands in front of the tele-
vision camera and makes an impassioned plea for his position for two minutes. 
The leader also suggests that members of the audience listen carefully to these 
presentations since they will be required to decide on the relative merits of 
various presentations. 

At the conclusion of all 20 presentations, the leader asks the members of the 
audience to indiéate their present stand on the Same - simple ballot card they 
nsed before. The local community coordinators collect these cards and count the 
different votes while the game,leader conducts a debriefing of the earlier 

pointing,out various similarities and differences in the arguments. 
After his speech, the local- çoordinatorsïànnounce the earlier positions Of the 
audiencèâ, And the later positions. They4ndicate any major changes and anhounce , 
whether the positive or negative "sides" tedin each debate. For example, ff the 
beginning votes Indicated that 80 percent of the members of the audience (from 
bOth communities) thought that - munidipal taxes should be dednOtable from  the 

;'income tex purposes and the  later  votes iàdicated 72 percent, then the negative 
eide (viz. those'who argued,egainSt this  proposition)  has won. 

.These two are justrandom examples of using simulation and game elements in 

- programming for satellite transmission. We chose to illustrate the use of these 
techniques for community-based,eXchange of opinions and ideas and to stress ways 
of emphasizinwhow different communities may share similar opinions. Obviously 
there are Other-instructional and communicative ààes  for simulation games. 

There are many games and simulations' that are commercially available'which can 
be .used-with satellite-technologyeither in their current form or.with some 
modifications. These games and simulations may be obtained from,any of the 
standard directories which.are available. Here are sokè additional sources of 
ueable simulations and games for satellite transmission: 

1. . Books and articles in the field of urban planning and government. They  are  

among the heaviest Users of simulation game techniques. 

2. Itoleplays, psychodramas and sobiodramas from the literature en social 

- services .' Many Of theseaetivitiee ,fOàn'be modified to  permit satellite
transmission Sociodramas are.eePecially powerful in getting etrangers 

' --actiVely involved in interacting with each other under different roles, 
aeSigned to them.  This' types,Of effectiveneSs should transfer tà long- - 7 .  

, . distance interactions>via satellites. 

- 
*claseic -gâtes may,lenetheffiseiVeato satellite transmig'aiïin., An-  ' 

excellent“idea may be to have a program Of-exchange of local folk  gaies  from 
:ctifereàt communities. Rather,thahliierelY present the game, - it ehOûld.be 
possible  to egt- up-an actual- plày,with membeta,ofieach oottunity partiCiPat-, 

- 
 

mg in the- 'aessibn. 	. 	 . . 
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4. Many television gameà have a format which can be applied to beefing up an 
qatherwise dull instructional presentation through satellites. An instruc-
tional lecture on medical technology, for example can be followed up by a 
quiz show to add motivation and appeal to the •content while ensuring a 
thorough review of the major points presented. 

5. Professional game designers are very creative in coming up with new game 
technologies to utilize advances in high technology. For example, game 

-designers have created a host of_new formats for the new video-and-micro-
cOmputer technology. Perhaps such game designers should be involved as 
consultants and team personnel in the creation of some new satellite 
technology project. 

Summary for Objective 4  

The project team considered this objective to be of_special importance and 
permitted itself to expend cOnsiderable attention on it. The result of this 
effort.has been three essays/models focusing on systematic development pro- 

- cedûres,'simulaFtdon in projedt—development,  and  simulation - gaming in the 
communications process itself. The pdrpose of the , three papers is to provide 
practical perforkandè ales to telecommunications  satellite  users in the educa-
tion and health fields. 

• 

OBJECTIVE' 5:  Establish future'- demand estimates (traffic) and associated coits  
. 	for providing this level of service.  

The establishment  of future demand,estimates and associated costs is dependent 
on several key  factors:.  

1. Services selected for satellite delivery. 

2. Accurate cost figures. 

3. Accurate assessment of benefits. _ 	, _ 	 . 
4.. Government pciiiaes with respect.to  prioritiesï'fuhding commitments, publié 

access to satellites, and sincerity in developing and increasing .public - . , 
services. 	

, 	 . 	. , 	 . 	. 	. 

5. Technological hardware developments. 

- 
6. Potential.udet awareness of telecommunicatiOnâ -satellite capabilities. 

2. Development of adeqüate user 'models. to facllitate project proposal writing. 
and.render the use of telecoimunfdations satellites a less'formidahle 
Venture than at present. 

. 'Aggregaticin efïôrtà to group tOdether  public service satellite uièrs. 

1 

1 
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Many of these factors are at present so uncertain and the data available so 
unstable, that attempted estimates_would -be too gross and misleading to be of 
value. A project utilizing future forecasting instruments might prove benefic-
ial at this stage, but in the face of so many unknowns, would still remain 
highly tentative. 

• 

The foregoing is the team's-  way of stating that it found no reasonable means for 
establishing traffic and cost estimates. It does, however, feel that we are 
approaching a point at.which such an exercise will become meaningful. 

Telecommunications technology has experienced rapid development in the 
1970's. The 1980's will test the viability of practical applications in 
the public service. (Bransford & Potter, 1978) 

-Iwthis respect, we see-the. DOC pilot programme as a step in this direction: 

Under the auspices of the DOC, ANIK B will carry traffic on the 14/12 GHz 
_channels, each with 72 MHz usable-bandwidth.- Industry, governments and 

J .›- 	educational institutionaï -as well as spécial  interest group's, have already: 
' been canV_essed for their propoals on a regional basis. Some  of the pilot:, 

.,projects envisaged  are  

• educational TV; 

eommunity- and health care services, and; 

• day-to-day information transfers for several provincial government 
ministries. 

, 	• 

te_these programs, other technical.dpvelopment projeets have 
been schedilled. '.,Once again, in co-operation with the DOC, examples of 
projects pre'Posed by various organizations, inclUding Telesat/TCTS are: 

• evaluation  of digital transmissions and adaptive polarization; 

• -geophysical studies and remote  data collection, and; 

. 	

. • propagation  studies.  
. 	 _ 

. 	 . 

Experience gained with this eatellite Will be beneficial to Telesat when 
implementing new services on the ANIK C series of satellites. 	. 

1 	/ 
1 	( 

In the-opinionof the project team, -  however, the most important thrust 
towardthe future lies with "aggregatibÉ"i a bringing together of all 
kinda of non-profit public  service  agencies and dispensers in order to pool 
technical knowledge_and "facilitate the application of  telecommunications 
tecluielogy". -  (Brànsford & Potter; - 1978. 39). 

Without some-highly pystematie form of co-ordination among public servic e .  
satellite usérs,'it is our opinion' that future demands will be erratic, unstable 
and'IargelyAominated by those who'will have grown "wise" in the ways of 
satellite use. Already; - this patt'ern: - is beginning to emerge in-Canada. in 
terns-oUedtication, - Bânsford.and Potter suggest that: 
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"It is unlikely that telecommunications will be utilized extensively in the 
field of education in the absence of fundamental organizational changes.". 

Referring to health, they state: 

The principal problems facing the health service industry are access to 
patient care, skyrocketinecosts and quality... 

and conclude that: 

in education as in health, the fragmentation of programs and services 
accentuates problems in market development. 

Aggregation appears to be the antidote to fragmentation, and in the Canadian 
context requires federal leadership and assistance. If the federal government 
is.to be the major underwriter of public service, it will have to assist organi-
zations to deal more closely together, sharing resources and reducing costs. 

projèct team has not taken up_the  cause of aggregation bywhim. Virtually 
everYmajor reportâ.t examined and in- almost every '.discussion  it'held With past 
satellite users, •eregation of public service organizations was raised  as' an 

• urgent 'Matter: We -have'closeiy examined - the  Public 'Service Satellite Consôrtium -
(PSSC)in the U.S.A. from a Canadian point of view as well as the Conseil 
d'Orientation pour l'Utilisation des Satellites en Education (COPUSE) and the 
Forum' of  Canadian,JJaers of Satellites (FOCUS ),  and feel that enough precedent-and 
momentumYéxists to implement aggregation sériously.' Only whèn this haa occurred 
will any reasonable form of demand and cost estimates be able to be made with 
any degree of accuracy in the public service sector. 

Since theteam was"not able to meet  objective  5, it 'concludes this section of 
'the report With a brief- Sketch as -t6 what'aggregation might look like. Pierre 
Brassard was mainly resporiàible for thé scenario described -bélOw. 

• • 
'P'.ANACAN: -- ALViabl&Pilblit'Sétvice-Satéllite Users' Aggregation Model  

- Our ,reading of public servicé 7 satellite reports and'éur interviews with past, 
present and brospective satellite users have left no doubt in our minds that thé ' 
establishment  of:some sort of public Service"agency is needed to help rendér 
more- rational- public service satellite use. 'Such an agency would be able to: 

, 1. Foster aggregation of resources and exiiertise among users. . 

' 2. 'Heil:. .intgri.W .aild'âystematlie the preparationlganning, carrying °lit, - and , 
evaluation-4.6f public service telecommunieatiOns satellite projects.. 

. Act as an.information- clearinghouse. 

. Act as a 'policy `to-ordinattnï agency , r-to the federal and provincial 
'governments. 
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To give birth to this agency, experts from health, education, research, adminis-

tration, telecommunications, law, social service and other potential users along 

witlevarious government representativéà would have to get together to study: 

1. How such an agency could be founded. 

2. What its precise mandate would be. 

3. How it would operate. 

4. How it would be financed. 

At  present, there do exist groups of satellite users who have banded together to 

learn from one another and increase,efficiency in the health and education 

fields (e.s. FOCUS, COPUSE). Othersectors , such as enVironmental protection, 

natural resourceà, mines and law_, enforcement have also evinced interest in unit-

ing in Some way. These groups should be brought into the consulting process. 

The federal government should play a key role in establishing this agency by 

making it CànadaHwide'andhelpïng it-devise:teans for reducing satellite  exploi-

tation coSta. It should help it'assume its ''.$1ace as a truly  service  oriented, 

non-profit'egéhçy Operating with the collaboration  of  universities, odhcatiOhal 

and health authorities, radio and television networks, cable distributors and 

_even,telephone companies. 

As an aside:it is interesting to noêe that,all public service Hermès'users have 

sent-in requests to use ANIK B in IJ79-80. In addition, 30 new user requests 

have also been received for ANIK B. No financing scheme- presently exists to 
assist all these projects - a fact which influences the way in which these pro-

jects are managed and administered. To our knowledge, no significant grant has 

been allotted in_Canada to study wây's of improving management and administration 

of public setvice )satellite projects, understàhdablé,perhapà if we consider thàt 

Canada has until now been in an experimental phàse. 

Reéurning to the concept of a publicService satellite agency, we - would like to 

sketch out a possible (we believe plausible) model that would be able te call 

Upon-the widest range ,of expertise available ïn all the different  fields  that 

public  service satellite  Use réqUirea Let  us  _name oUr agency,-  for conVeni-

ence's. sake;-FANACAN - a truly_Canada-wide pubfiè service satellite agencY. 

CharaCteristiesof PANACAN  

1. .1i crown agency created by the fedetal Ministry of Communications and admin- 

. istered:Iy an executive board. named by . the-cabinet for a period of five , 
Yçffl -- 

-_ 2.  The  eXecutiVe board, composed of'_ -professionals representing major public 

• 	satellite service users (e.g. health-  and educationYand telecommunications - 

. .experts, , is selected after consulting the,Canadian Council of Ministers of 

Rducation .,.-the - ten  provincial  ministers-orhealth and - other apprepriate 
_ ..'provinCial ministries. 	- 
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3. The agency possesses four major competency areas which permit it to carry 
out its goals of exploiting to the fullest telecommunications satellite  
technology in delivering to Canadians needed public services. 

1 	1 
1 EXECUTIVE BOARD 1 
1 	1 

1 	1. 
1 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR' 
1 	• 	I .  

1 
• 	1 	• 

1 	 1 

1 	› 
1 	OPERATIONS 
1 	TRANSMISSION 
1TECHNICAL_SERVICES 

I 

..-.-DEVELOPMENT 	1 
SELECTION ' 	I 

PROJECT PRODUCTION  I .  
EVALUATION 	1' 

_ 

RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT 
INFORMATION 
PROMOTION ' 

4. PANACAN's public service mandate is to: . 	 . 
. 	. 

' a)' deveidp the human and technological-,rèsources'needed to effectively' 
J . 

b) aid Canadian education, health and other-sectors improve and diversify 
their public services through the use of satellite technology. 

- c) carry out' research, develop and produce, in collaboration with appropri-
ate institütions, educational, health and other public services which 
are indispensible for all Canadians. 

make'sneithat satellite channels,.are available for delivering services 
tO all- parta of Canada'and;'when hebeaSary, to other parts of the world, 
in collaboration with already existing agencies (e.g. Telesat, TCTS). 

- 
e) 'ensUre that-takiüm  public  service benefits of satellite use are 

obtained at'the most reasonable costs to users. 

exploit telecommuniéations satellite potential,' 

)- eStablish links with,healtfr, eduicatiiiii, telecommunications and other - 
appropriate agencies in countries which. are also concerned with more 
effective use of satellites (e.g-  Telegldbe).. 	. 	. —,- 	,." 	_ 

. 
act-as a central,public service satellite policy clearinghouse and 
cô-oteinatijeforederal and provinCial'governments as well  as an  
information dispenser:to the public. ,, • . . 
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5. PANACAN is financed in the following manner: 

a) A foundation whose purpose is -to foster the development of health, 
education and other public services is created. 

b) The federal government, via the Ministry of Communications, initiates a 
national public subscription campaign with a ten million dollar annual 
objective to finance PANACAN. The federal government provides a grant 
to match the collected contributions. LOTO CANADA funds are used as the 
federal government's portion. Provinces are encouraged to contribute 
via their ministries of health, education, etc. 

Summary for Objective 5' 

The project team was unable to establish future demand estimates and associated 
- costs  for  public service satellite use  in,educàtion and health. _This.was due to 
an insufnciently reliàbie . data  baie  fromich the teaM- Oould'Make predictIons 
with-anyp*egree of accuracy. The team asserte4 that only through a co-ordinAtça 

• - effor£ In the  public -service sector could meanineul estimates be'derived. It 
 stressed the  importance - ofaggregation of-public service organizations as the 

majbt . means for stabilizing ptiblicervice  satellite use and Offering some 
semblance of coherence among future projects.. It concluded with a brief sketch 

'téÉ à posIble aggr'ëgation model whiCh it nàilied PANACÂN. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS  

The main purpose of this project was to-explore public service use of telecom-
munications satellites in Canada especially in the areas of education and health 

and come up with a set of suggestions that others can later explore in •greater 
depth. The objectives were enormously ambitious given the time constraints (six 

months), the amount of funding, and the fact that all team members devoted only 
part of their professional energies - to the project. Despite these limitations 
we believe that the project team did come up with some valid and valuable infor-

mation, ideas and suggestions. These can be found scattered throughout this 

report under the five objectives. 

We conclude our  report  with five fundamental recommendations: 

- 1. DOC and other responsible agencies must continue to orient their thinking 
away from satellites and toward public service. The emphasis should be 
placed on carrying out thorough needs assessments to_discover what con-
stitutes 'priority pub11:ë services. Once this has been performed, we can go 

, on to systematically select the most cost beneficial means of delivering 
- these services including telecommunications satellite delivery either 
- exclusively or as an integral part of a combined system. Telecommunications  

satellites 'are  not to be used for public service because they are there, but  
because they are relevant. - 

2. A task force should be'created to explore the creation of a public service 
satellite agency such as PANACAN, the one we have invented. During the ex- 

,. perimental phasey  while the potential for public service delivery via satel-
lite was being-explored-, a certain amount of informal and at times random 
behaviour was permissable. Redundancy, reinvention of the wheel and low 

-- benefit to cost ratios were affordable; Now the move is toward more coherent 
programmes and more rational ways of delixering needed services via satel-
lite. Aggregation of users and services is essential. _ And a well-endowed 

, agency that fits-the-special-Canadian-context is a sine qua non  to further 
sensible public service exploitation of telecommunications satellites. 

3. There is still far ton -much'unsystematic behaviour .  associated with satellite 
projects at,the user level. We have attemPted to introduce several - func-
tional models for: ,  

à) systematically planning and carrying out a public service satellite 
project; 

b) integrating simulation into both the project preparation andcommuni-
cations processes; 

c) teasing out and even calculating cost-benéfits. 

' These models require -experiMental  application and evaluation. Development 
of comprehensive  and  comprehensible procedural models for users should be 
_made a,priority _ 
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4. Efforts must be made to systematicafly bring together in some coherent 
manner all the literature available on public service satellite use. 

Fugitive materials must be tracked down. Without this task being performed, 
there remains the strong dangers of: 

a) Project proposers attempting to recreate what has already been done. 

b) Screening committees approving projects that have already been 
performed. 

c) Painful unnecessary failures that could be avoided through forewarning. 

d) Stagnation because of a lack of documentation that charts both progress 
and success. 

.e) A lack.of co7ordination caused by  ignorance of what is occurring 
elsewhere. 

• 

Poor policy planning and decision-making due to insufficient information 
being available. 

g) Lack of break-through advances because of incomplete data. 

5. All,,agencies.involved in public service satellite use, s both federal and pro- 
. vincial, must" find à -means Of co-ordinatingtheir policies and efforts  with 

.one another,. In this field of communications, communications is currently 
Very poor. A co-ordinating agency, preferably one that is linked with public 
-Service aggregation  efforts,  is necessary if there is to be progress. 

Throughout this psojece, the team has attempted to-remain objective in its hand-, 
ling of each  objective. The  recommendations we make are based on our interpre-
tation of the data we uncovered. As we stated at  the- outset of this repdirt, it 

is our firm belief that satellites have a great, yet largely unexploited, pOten-
-tial, for imprOving  public,service-deliverY to Canadians everywhere  in Canada. 
It is our hope that this report contributes to that improvement. 
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Alberta Native Communication 
Society 	' 

9311, 60th Avenue 
Edmonton, Alberta 

Alberta Educational Communication 
Authority (ARCA) 

.1003, 111 Street 
Edmonton, Alberta 	“ 

WA WA TA Native Communication 
Society 

P.O. 1180 
Sioux Lookout 
Ontario, P0V 2TO 

Ontario-Education Communication 
. Authority (ORCA) 
P.O. 200 - Branch-!'Q" 
Toronto', Ontario M4T 2T1 

Ontario Government 
c/o Telecommunication Branch 
22 College Street 
Toronto, Ontario 

Western University 
c/o TeleMedicine 
London, Ontario 

Health and Welfare  Canada 
 1048 Brooke Claxton Building 

Tunnâys PastUres 
Ottawa, Ontario 

Télesat Canada . 
333  River  Road 
Ottawa,- Ontario. 

Université du Québec 
.Siègâ,  Social. 	' 
Boulevard Laurier
Ste-Foy, Québec 

Mr. Kratz 
(403) 427-4920 

Mr. Jim Morris & Staff 
(807) 737-2951 

Mr. P. Bowers 
Mr. L. Lacroix 
(416) 484-2600 

Mr. D. Towers 
Mr. Chung Yan 
(416) 965-0175 

Dr. L. Carey 
(519) 673-3235 
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ORGANIZATIONS AND/OR REPRESENTATIVES MET DURING THE PROJECT (Cont'd) 

Organizations .    Representative  Place 

Québec Services généraux des moyens 	Mlle. M. Tremblay 
d'enseignement 	 M. R. Marquette 

600, rue Fullum 
Montréal, Québec 

Université de Montréal - 
Faculté d'education permanente 
B.P. 6203 
Montréal, Québec 

Mme. M. E. Taggart 

N.B. For  those .organizations and/or representative'uaers of satellite that we 
could not meet we did review in detail the variouà reports of 'their past 
experiences, ars. Memorial University of Newfoundland. 
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LETTER FOR INTRODUCING THE PROJECT TO INTERVIEWEES  

Montreal, 1979-03-26 

Reference: Satellite and Public Services  

" 'Hopefully you will,ekcuse the impersonality of this letter which acts as a 

II 	

.follow:-up to our,telephone conversation"; but in view of the fact that time is 
., 	•,, 'runnin&short, Lam sure , you will forgive  me. • - I thank you in advance, 

- Allow me to_repeat our meeting_time: 	- 	1979, 

II 	

_  

.".* I will let you knôw if any delay occurs due to storm or ... (hopefully 
, 	. 

- The project that weare working on aims to study the economic, policy and 

IF' 	 . 	 . 	• 
. • institutional issues influencing the use • of satellite based telecommunications 
facilities for public services.  

	. 

. 	 . . 	 . I 
	

Satellites . cannot be Measured in-the same  simple  financial terms as commercial 
v 1  applications. Thus even though effective demonstrations have been made "the 

Canddian satellites are underexploited and the improvement of their performances 
increases-the  gap,etween theiTsreal possibilities and the use that we are 

II  
making of them."“ )  _ - 	 _ _ 

_ 	. 	. 
It iS'by no means clear what public arvices can be beneficially carried by 

11 	satellites and what préblems impede.their implementation. 
 

'-. 	'-- -The-project, in'studying thess'issues, ,, endeavours to shed light on them, in a 

I 	manner which will facilitate the decision-making processes of the Department of 
Cémmunications and the immediate and future uses of satellites. 	• . 	. 

II 

. 	., 	Obviously we are'concerned with all forms of public services. However, con- 
. 	

. 
sidering the limited funding, time and manpower available,'our in-depth study 

' 	. '''"'' mt'trill-contentrateon twoufithe moresimportant public related services: 	. 	

. 

. 	. 

I ' 

	

, . 	
- lealth care delivery • 	• 

	

. 	. 

- education and training services for both • 

II 

grade school and secondary levels. 

II 	

. 

_  , 

--,-7e- ..(1) Dr. W. Melody, SF14 - 1.1ermès Symposium, Ottawa - December 1977. 

• . 
11 

 
• .../2 
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C.  

Sincerely, 

APPENDIX C 

LETTER FOR INTRODUCING THE PROJECT TO INTERVIEWEES  (Cont'd) 

- 2 - 

Nevertheless we welcome all suggestions and ideas that you may have or be con-
cerned with that are outside of our specific area of concentration. 

In order to save time and.mutually help, one another, here are soMe suggested 
objectives for our meeting: 

Priorities  Cobsidering your needs  and future projects, we will try together to 
briefly: 

-1. "Identify" the tyPes.  and "establish" the characteristics of  
public services  which could be provided with the aid of tele- • 
communications ,satellites. 

2. Identify, analyze and give suggestions on existing policies and 
, institutional structures which affect the introduction of such 

services. 

A 	3. • Obtain'your views on the economics of satellite delivery public • 

. 

services and attempt to - identlfy those services'which appear to 
have: the  highest value commensUrate with their costs. 

. Give plausible-plans of action and working models (projections) 
which'could be the basis for ,  DOC initiatives to improve the 
level of satellite-based public services available to Canadians, 
concentratineon the two priority services debbribed above. 

5. • Record  your recommendations for future demand estimates (traf-
fic.) , ian&associated=costs , for providing.this level of services. 

II 	.., I-am aware of the '-short notice I, give you, but' the,above, I think will ease our . 	_ 

	

_ 	. 
. 	• 	, 	 . 

exchanges and discussion on  this important subject. If.you have the time to put 

I
. 	a few .6f yourthoughts in writing it would,alsa help tremendously.  

•.,, 	, 
u-' ' '''''Ithankiyou idvance• and I look forward to meeting you. 

Principal.  researcher: Pierre Pérusse, Ph.D. 
Directeur 

,• 	•  1 	•- --- -•Département Technologie Educationnelle 
, 	„Université de Montrgal 

. • 	Tél. (514) 343-7600 

DOC advisor: . C.  • Billowes 
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